2. WABI

AS A PHILOSOPHICAL CONCEPT

2.1. GEI\"ERAL
The idea of wabi as a philosophical concept is not studied by many researchers.
The connection of wabi with Zen is generally recognised, but no study where the
characteristics of wabi as a philosophical concept were classified systematically

could be found. The main sources used in this section arc Nanpôrofu (169l),
Zencharoku (1828), and Jô-ô Wabi no Fumi (Jõ-õ lived from 1502 to l555¡.rla
These sources are commonly recognised among researchers to have the most
philosophical value for describing the subject. Unfortunately, the texts describing
wabi as a philosophical concept are quite limited, comprising no more than some
twenty pages altogether. An example: Nanpôroht's Oboegaki is about fifteen
pages, and Jô-ô wabi no Fumi and Zencharoht's llabí no Koto a¡e both only one
page long. Thus, it is not possible to prove arguments for their frequent use in
classical sources. Therefore, argumentation and analysis of the subject in this
study is, on occasiorl based on one sentence found in the classics which is
clarified with supporting secondary literatu¡e in the field of Budrlhism or Tea.
Being aware that the sources used a¡e very lirnited, we should not, however,
underestimate the fact that the literary for¡ndation of the Tea-related classics are
based on the tradition of Shukô and Jô-ô. Both were hiehly educated, had
connections to the poetry circles (Jô-ô is even said to be a master of renga-poety),
138

Someone may argue that the approach is ahistorical because the research focuscs on the time
of the Te¿ masters Shukô, Jô-ô and Rilq¡fi. With this I mean especially the use of the books
such as Nanpórolø (1690) and 7-encharolø (1E28), which were compiled after the Momoyana penod. In this work, I have divided the study of wabi æ a philosophical concept into
two parts: to examine the notion of vaåi and its philosophical aspects in general (Chapter 2).
And to examine it through the ideas of Shukô, JGô and Riþrt (Chapter 3). I consider botlr
Nønpöroku and, kncløroku to be essential sources in the field to explain in general the
philosophical aspects of wabi in chadô. Moreover, Nanpôrolat nepresents the significant
position in order to examine Rikyt's notion of v¿åi in cåadó (Section 3.2). I am aware of the
problems of using Nanpôroht as a historical source. But, since it is considered to contain
Rikyû's tradition and teachings on Te4 even though it was written almost a hundred years
after Rilqd's death, I believe that it may be used for the study of ideas in general (wabi as a
philosophical concept in Chapter 2), or to explain Rþ{l's notion of wabi aesthetically or
philosophically. It is quite unlikely that someone would have just made up all these stories
and teachings. Zencharolu also falls beyond the primary historical scope of this study, but is
seen essential in order to describe philosophical aspects of wabi in general (Chapter 2),
because it contains signihcant information on wabi as a philosophicat notion related to Zen
and Buddhist teachings. See also sections 1.2 and I .5.
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and moreover, had studied Zen. Therefore, we can presume that in texts such as
Jô-ô Wabi no Fumi, or Shukô's Kolcoro no Fumi, which were left as a'testament'
for disciples, every word counts.They clearly are cognisant of the meaning of the
words used in the text; nothing is haphazard. ln this meaning Shukô's and JôS's
literary tradition has influenced later Tea-related literature, such as Nanpôroku,
Yamanoue Sôjiki or even Zencharoku.
Based on the selected texts, I arrived at seven cha¡acteristics to describe waåi
as a philosophical concept. The classification is as follows: l) Jiyû: Absolute
freedom of the heart, 2) Jikishín: Straightforward heart, 3) Shôjiki: Candour
4'¡ Malrato: Sincerity 5) Busshô: True nature of the Buddha, 6) Shugñ: Spiritual
training, 7) Tennen: Naturalness. All these characteristics of wabi as a philosophical concept are to be found in chadô+elated classical literature. They all describe,
from different perspectives,lhe wabi mind (kokoro) which is, in this study, understood to mean the ultimate state of absolute naturalness where one's Fue nature,
the essential nature of things emerges. It is also important to note that the order in

which these cha¡acteristics are discussed does not have any particular meaning. To
atøin the ultimate state of the wabi mind, one needs to pursue spiritual training,
and to succeed in this one should first sea¡ch for an absolute freedom ofheart in
order to reach a state of naturalness.l3e All other descriptions in the discussion are
equally significant in clarifying the concept of wabi mind and its philosophical
values in this context.

2.2. VIE\ryPOINT: CONCEPT OF VABI lN CHADÔ
2.2.1.Two l)imensions of Wøbíz WabíM;indorSense oÍWabì inObjects
V/hat is the meaning of wabi in chadô (the V/ay of Tea)?rao The concept of wabi
in chadô comprises both philosophical values describing the wabi mind(heart),
wabi kokoro, and the outer appearance of wabi, wabi sugata, which is later defìned as also conveying aesthetic values (Chapter 4) describing the sense of wabi
or wabi style (waåf no fitei). First of all, I would like to address the two dimensions of wabi: the ruaåí mind(heart), wabi kokoro, and the outer features of wabi,
wabi sugata. This issue is studied through an interpretation of Zencharoku, in
which the outer appearance of wabi is described as follows:
139

See the similarities

to Ten Oxherding Pictares, pictures one and two. Hirota 1995, pp.299-

300, 309-3 15.

140 The word chadô

co¡sists of two Chinese characters meaning'tea and'way'. The dictionary
translation is 'the Way of Tea', but this may be ambiguous in meaning to the Westem reader.
'The Way of Tea'also contains the idea of Tea as an art (The Art of Tea). On the other
hand, the Chinese character Tao (the Way) refers to the idea of michi in Japanese philosophy. See Section 1.5.3, and Chapter 3 for Jô-ô's and Rikyû's Ways of Tea.
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Wabi means the lack of things, being unable to leave everything to one,s hea¡t, and
failing in one's life.

The idea of wabi in this meaning is very well known in classical literature. One
lacks material goods, life is not going in the way one expects (one is not able to
reconcile oneselfto one's life or fate); consequently, one feels a failure in life. The
Japanese term wagakokoro ni malcazezu which is tanslated here as 'being unable

to leave ever¡hing to one's heart(mind)', has the dictionary meaning of 'being unable to accept things as they come', or 'being unable to leave things as they are
(by nature)'; i.e., it is beyond one's ability to affect the progress of things in life.
Waåi suggests a depressed, or a rather desperate feeling.
However, this kind of wabi describes only the outer appearance of wabi
(wabi sugata) seen in concrete things and actual circumstances, i.e., the superficial
form of w¿åi. Besides the outer appea¡¿¡nce of wabi there also eústs the waói
mind(heart), wabi kolcoro.r42 The following citation from the book called Chôandó&i emphasises the meaning of wabi mind(heart) as follows:

t,ht¿, tÊ,Øxwäã'(. Ëfitöil&t ê, Efã*,Ø#tÊt_t:-â

¿ Frù

/.. ;È ãf ã*,ØXbtÈ V ltÈ.. tþl¿azr{fiø),ù.f¡ L. få¡tfË Ø,ù,è
t¡l:(2.. xiF ttH*å ã vJ ü,, ll Ã,Ø L å,1¿ ãl å ØÉùw4 7.1,
"c. tú)t \ EfEr+&. fë,tzlq,ã< år,rÈ.ÌT( /¡ÈËtc. ( v.å
Lffi. X. r&(È bv.']uIcbØH,E&,. iþ/rþl¡+t¡<Ë v, Eew
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Zencharoku: wabi no Koto, pp. 296-297. The chinese character for da is found in the
Kangorin, p. 1056, the character no. ?505. This character w¡rs not found in the computer
used for this study. see also translations by Haga (1982b, p. l; translated by Alfred Bimbaum), and Hirota 1995, p. 274. Bimbaum tanslates this sentence as follows: "Wabi means
that which fails to satis$, wholly refuses to submit to one's aims, and goes against what was
wished." Translations'fails to satisfr' and'refi¡se to submit one's aims' do not render, in the
best way, the appropriate meanings of the original text. Hirota interprets the text as follows,
in a sense similar to this study: "Wabi denotes insuffrciency. It means being unable to have
one's way in all matters, to stumble or fail."
Ramirez-Christensen 1994, pp. ll5, 5, ll2-113, 242. Wabi mind(heart), wabi kokoro:
Ramirez-Christensen, who researches Shinkei's poetry, uses the fianslation "mind-heart" for
the word kakoro. Using the combination mind-hearg she refers to the idea of non-dualism
between mind and heart. In some cases she also uses translations of"soul" or "heart", In this
study, in this context, wabi kokoro, mind(heart) has a deeper meaning than mind referring to
the intellectual and logical mind. It is used philosophically containing the meaning of hea¡t
(mind in a wider sense conveying a kind of spirit or soul; the knowledge, feetings and volition in general): the essential part or the fundamental nature of a man; the seat of personality,
emotions, and intellect. This can also be called, as will be shown later, the true meaning of
wabi. ln this study, too, the translations waåi mind(heart) or wabi mind for the Japanese
word kokoro seem the most suitabl€ ones.

'Vy'¡,er
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There was a wabi Tea practitioner to whose place I (Chôandô) was invited wirh Enshû
for teâ. "He [the Tea practitioner] served tea in a corect way ând manner", I said. Then
Enshû replied "I think so, too, but his Tea became only a perfonnance ofthe correct
form without a waói mind(heaÍ). A wabi Tea person who does not possess the wabi
mind(heart) cannot practisc chanoyu. Ifwe take today's tea gathering as an example, do
not serve various types of food, but leave the tray in the tea-room and let the guests
serve themselves. It is viøl to serve food suitable for the w¿åi style of Te4 have it
made so that it is easy to eat and, firther, to use and combine things together succ€ssfully, in order to show that one has understood the meaning of Tea- [For example] He
used [in today's gatheringf a l<annabe pitcher to serve sake and a water container to
serve hot water. He could also clean the kannabe pitcher carefully afrer it was retumed
to the preparation room and use it again for serving hot wat€r. [This would be more
suitable for the wabi style of Tea.!" \\e wabi style of Tea means that, in everything
concerning Te4 one needs to possess the wabi mind(heart). Those who find a glory in
the ordinary chanoyu of this world, shall hnd it difñcult to understand this kind of
heart's spirit.

From this citation it becomes clea¡ that for the wabi s$le of Tea, possessing the
raaåi mind(heart) is the most essential matter. lnwabi style, the way of serving tea
does not have to be perfect and conect in every detail. It is enough to use whatever available utensils and ingredients and pay attention that those chosen suit the
wabi style. At the end of the citation Chôandô criticises those who a¡e fascinated

with the luxurious style of serving tea common at that time and doubts that these
Tea practitioners could understand the essential meaning of the wabi tea, or the
waåi mind(heart). According to the cited text, first and foremost, possessing the
waåi mind(heart), wabi kolcoro, is emphasised and considered to be even more
important than the outer appearance of wabi (wabi sugata).

2.3. CLASSIFICATION OF CIIARACTERISTICS OT WABI
AS A PIIILOSOPHICAL CONCEPT

2.3.l.Iiyh, Absolute Freedom of the He¡rt
Zencharoku describes thewabi mind(heart), wabi kokaro, in the following way:

f:tøÊ,¿+É,rl¿à.Ettlf.
,ù.æ-{È lìV
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the meaning of wabi, it does not give rise to the idea of lack of freedom
in lack of freedom, nor does it lead to the feeling of insufficiency in insufficiency, nor

If we think of

143 Chôandôki, p. 375. The ptvase hikisai no jti,
4l
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Ø Å, means using a special plate where
the food is set and left inside the tea-room instead ofserving food for every guest separately.
Zencharoku: Wabi no Koto, p. 297. This part of the text is written in kanbun style meaning
as totonowætu butfuiiyú is as it is
that
r, ,Ë. is pronounced tarazaru as well as
written here without a re-mark showing that these characters should be read backwards.
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does it foster the idea of having lack of preparedness in any circumstances. This is the
meaning of wabi, and these are the principles one should keep in mind.

By contast, Hirotal45 has interpreted the Japanese word fujiyû in the above cited
passage from Zenclwroh¿ as "staitened circumstances" (in its dictionary meaning
poverty) suggesting concrete features of existing circumstances. This is also correct, but in my opinion, it seems to lack the philosophical meaning of 'lack of freedom' in t}re sense suggested in this study and in this context, suggesting also the
lack of freedom of one's mind. For example, one may have a lack of freedom in a
physical sense, such as being handicapped or so poor that one is unable to lead the
kind of life one wishes, even though one may have attained the absolute freedom
of mind, and therefore is no longer bothered with secula¡ matters. Another difference in Hirota's interpretation conc€n$ the word totonou which he interprets as
'failure', following its dictionary meaning. Totonou may also be understood as
'absolute preparedness in one's heart', or'self-discipline' in every act emphasising
its philosophical meaning, as suggested in this study.

Another interpretation of this passage is given by Alfred Bimbaum, who
to the word fujiyti the meaning of "incapacityr',146 ¡ryþisþ we assume, he

assigns

uses to mean 'not being able to do something'. This tanslation is also true to its
dictionary meaning, explaining that one has some actual obstacles, such as a lack
of strength, causing an incapacity to act in the way one wishes. Bimbar¡m's translation also seems to lack the deeper philosophical meaning of the sentence
suggested in this study. 'Lack of freedom' çe¡t¡ins both philosophical and concrete, definite meanings; in a definite sense it means ',incapacþ" or "straitened
circumstances", while philosophically it relates to 'the fieedom of the hea¡t' which
is considered to be one of the key ideas in interpreting this passage. However,
Bimbaum takes the word. totono¡l to mean "ill-provided for", by whictu he suggests that one should not even expect ofbeing'fully prepared'in every situation
because that is against the nature of things. Here Birnbaum comes close to the
interpretation introduced in this study, while Hirota's choice, "failuren, suggests
the dictionary meaning of the word fuchô (õ trD, meaning faih¡re or disorder.
supposedly Hirota means 'to fail in life'r47 as in the earlier quoted pÍìssage of kn-

145 Hirota
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1995,

p.275. Hirotas tanslation reads as follows: "Taking these two explanations

together, we see that wobi means that even in straitened circtnstarcæ no thought of hødship arises. Even amid insuficiency, one ß moved by no feeling of wanr Even whenfaced
withfailure, one does not brood øter injusrice.,,

Haga l9E2b, p.2. Birmbaum's translation of the cited passage reads æ follows: "Take to
hea¡t that r¿åi consists in not considering one's incapacities incapacitating, nor giving rise
to the idea of insufficiency as insufficienl, nor even embracing ttre thought
bei;g iilprovidedþr is in aryt way oat of the order of things."
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Zencharoku: Wabi no Koto, pp. Zg6-2g:i. rifË¿
ryJ6E
.
å t¿16
þ where rvaåi means the lack of things, being unable to ráve everyrhing to
one's mind, and failing in one's life.
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charoht rather than 'to fail in preparing things' which suggests more the concrete
acts in Tea. In the present context, the word totonou is considered rather to convey

the idea of being prepared in the hea¡t, putting things in order by means of selfdiscipline. That is, one should not only put things in order, but also one's self, The
words used a¡e considered to possess deeper philosophical value than their ordinary meanings, or they may be used metaphorically, which is typical for Zen and
Tea-related classics. On the other hand, the ideas of Zen have strongly influenced
the philosophical ideas inchadô andwabi as philosophical concepts. Therefore, it
can be assumed that this heritage of Zen and Buddhism can be read between the
lines and tbrough metaphors in Zencharo,Ëu, a name that already suggests the
simila¡ities inZen and Tea (Section 1.5.1). The whole text of Zencharoku's Ilabi
no Koto cited in the opening of this section, moves toward one final goal: the state
of satori (enlightenment) where one is free from all the encumbrances of the mundane world.

Neither Hirota's nor Birnbaum's translation contains the following sentence
that is written in the original text:
IÈfÈ,u)
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This is the meaning of wabi, and these are the principles one should keep in mind.

it should not be left out ofa
translation. It also has a certain meaning for the continuþ of the text, in that
Because this sentence is included in the original text,

Zencharoht continues to explain what wabi is not (definition through negation is
used also in this context). The text is as follows: If one is not able to see the true
meaning of these principles, but
thinks that lack of freedom is lack of freedom, worries about insufüciency that one
considers to be only lack of maærial goods, or blames oneself for not being well
prepared (or urges oneself to be prepared in a better way, or suffers if things are not
well prepared), this is not the meaning of wabi - it is just a description of the truly poor
and

pitiful person.l49

In this way Zencharo,b¿ makes a clear distinction between a person with a waåi
mind, suggesting the satorí or enlightenment, and just a pitiñrl person. But it also
suggests the fact that the given information in the text should not be understood in
its dictionary meaning, but rather encourages us to find deeper meanings between
the lines.

I

suggest a more philosophical reading for this passage cited from Zencho-

roht to explain wabi as a philosophical concept and, in the following, I shall
study the citation in more detail in order to explain my rationale. As mentioned
earlier, the wordl4'iyûhastwo different meanings, the dictionary meaning and the
148 Zcncharoku: Wabi no Koto,p.297.
149 Zencharoku: Wabi no Koto, p.297.
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philosophical meaning. In the dictionary,fujiyrû is said to mean "inconvenience",
"straitened circumstances" or even "deceased", in other words, insufficiency of
material goods, e.g., lack of money. To give an example from Tea (chadô), if a
person lacks money, she or he cannot buy beautiful utensils or build a nice tea-

If one had money, all this would be possible. In this context, the opposite
to 'lack of freedom' would be 'freedom'. In the philosophicar meaning the word
house.

fujry

refers to the'lack of freedom of the heart'which means that one is ha¡assed
with the desi¡es of the mundane world (bonnô) and cannot attain freedom from
them or freedom to the pure world of the Buddha (section 2.3.7). The opposite
would be the state where one has attained selÊliberation; the state of calm in one's
heart where no desire for secular matters and affairs exists. This comes to mean
the freedom of heart, the state of the wabi mind studied here. In the above-mentioned citation from Zencharola4 the first 'lack of freedom' is used in the dictionary meaning refening to the insufficiency of material goods, but the second, 'lack
of freedom' refers to the philosophical idea of freedom of heart such that even
when one lives in insufficiency, one is not filled with despair. According to the
zencharoku,lso a person who is free in his heart is called wabibito: the wabi
person, but a person who is desperate because of material insufficiency and
therefore does not possess the'freedom of heaf', is not called awabi person, but is
truly a poor and pitiful person (makoto no hinjin). Therefore, even though the
concept of wabi is explained in zencharoån in negative terms, it does not mean
that wabi is to be understood only in negative terms. Actually, the citation from
Zencharoku firstly presents concrete þoverty) versus philosophical (richness of
the heart), and secondly, the negation (lack of freedom) versus affirmation through
inverted negation (is not lack of freedom but tn¡e selfJiberation). The latter describes what wabi truly is; it gives the philosophical meaning of wabi.
Next, I would like to examine the style of writing which in zencharoku
follows the style of using negations. The style of negation "A is non-A" apparently refers to the higher state of 'A' where the state of non-duality among things
exists. In other words, by breaking through the level 'A', the level of 'non-A' will
be attained. 'non-A' is not just a negation or denial of 'A' because it consists of
both 'A' and 'non-A'. It is, therefore, richer in meaning than just ,A,. This
approaches the idea of rnu (nothingness) in which both being and non-being are
present. A simila¡ idea can be read in the Heart
^safra which asserts, 'Form is
nothing but emptiness. Emptiness is nothing but form' (ê Fp E +.
" ã FF Ë
ê).15¡ Suzuki explains this phenomenon in Zenasfollows:
r50

Zencharoku: Wabi no Koto,p.297.

t5t

Suzuki 1934, p. 14. See also Suzuki 1991, pp. 15-19: "Logic of prajñâ,,. Here Sua¡ki writes
that the logic of praifui is the logic of negations or irrationality. He gives the following example: Ifyou look at mountains, you see mountains. Ifyou look at rivers, you see rivers. But
in the philosophy of prajñâ these mountains are not mountains, and thesc rivers are not
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...neither denial nor affirmation concems Zen. When a thing is denid the very denial
involves something not denied. The same can be said of affrmation. This is inevitable
in logic. Zen wants to rise above logic, Zen wants to find a higher affirmation where
there are no antitheses.

The idea of using negations already has connections with Nâgârjuna's (c. AD 150-

250) philosophical ideas of emptiness and the tue nature of things. Nâgârjuna
was the founder of the Mâdhyamika school of Maluâyâna Buddhism in tndia
which pointed to the all-inclusive path leading to the absolute. Nâgârjuna also
uses negative expressions in his teachings, such as "Those who see essence and
essential difference / and entities and nonentities, / They do not see / The tn¡th
taught by the Bu¿¿t".ttls2 According to Nâgârjuna a wise person does not say
that something "exists" or "does not exist" since all existence is empty, and therefore nimâna is uncompounded. In other words, as discussed in this study, 'A'
cannot exist without'non-A' and vice versa They a¡e both needed to explain the
other, tlrey both depend on each other when the state of nimâna is achieved. But,
once attained., nirvâna is nondependent.

Using negative expressions, Nâgârjuna and his followers wanted "to clariff
the real aspect of the emptiness of all things", and this was called the "absolute
emptiness" (stûnyatâ) n Mahâyâna Buddhism.rs3 The idea of sûnyatâ in the meaning of emptiness (that all things arc empty of inherent eústence; they have no essence,l54 meaning that everything is empty of a soul or selflss) comes close to the
idea of non-being (wu in Chinese, mu in Japanese). In Tendai Buddhism, the idea
of non-being also is cental to the meaning of emptiness (laûlsfuryatâ). These
concepts signiff that all existence is also contained in non-existence,lsó which
approaches the meaning of wabi as a philosophical concepÇ as introduced in this
study.
Matsunagas' statement concerning the theory of the eightfold negation reveals

that constant denial exposes the pretensions of speculative reasoning, forcing a

t52

rivers. And therefore, mountains are mountains and rivers are rivers. With this same idea, the
practices ofTea and Zen are also explained. See also Section 2.3.6 for this subject.

Garfield 1995, pp. 40,74,76,326. For further discussion see Nakamu¡a 1991, p. 61. See
also ibid., s.v. Nâgârjwa, Mâdlryanika school, súnyaâ, and u¡. An{ Konishi 1991, s.v.
non-being.Nakamura gives an example of Nâgârjrma's teachings on A and non-A: "impurity
car¡not exist without depending on purity so that we explain purþ by impurity. Therefore,
pu¡ty by itself cannot be anained. Purity cannot exist without depcnding on impurity, so we
explain impurity by purity. Therefore impurig cannot exist by itself "

153 Nakamura 1991, pp. 55, 70. Nakamura explains súnyatâ

as also meaning absolute negation
and it permits nothing differentiated. He explains Nâgârjunas teachings ñ¡rther thar, in the
srate of tranquillþ, where mind is identical with the absolute, lies the higbest religious
experience that only a man of wisdom can gain.

154

Williams 1989, p.61.
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Warder 1970,p.314.
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Konishi l99t,pp. 14P.,439.
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mental "shipwreck". The eightfold negation is also considered to be an anal¡ical
ântecedent of the Zen kôan. They are classified into four categories: existence

(it is A), non-existence (it is -A), both (it is A and -A), and neither (it is neither A
nor -A).r57 In this study, the absolute, the highest state of mind (here the wabi
mind) is considered to include both the "A and non-A" and "neither A nor non-A',.
Based on "A and non-A", the new state of existence and state of mind, which is
"neither A nor non-A", is discovered.
Bearing in mind the concept of emptiness and negative expressions, such as
being and non-being and re-considering zencharoht's text quoted above, the lack
of freedom comes to mean absolute ñeedom, insufficiency comes to mean absolute satisfaction with life in insufficiency. In other words, to be satisfied with one's
life even if it is materially insufficient, means to be free from attachments to the
mundane world. Unpreparedness is tumed to mean preparedness at every moment
in the best m¿ìnner one can (absolute preparedness), which involves the idea of
being prepared in the heart, as well as putting things and one's self into order by
having self-discipline. If one can devote oneself to this kind of life and abide by
these three principles, truly understanding their meaning, one will become free
from the temptations of the mundane world and reach the stage of absolute freedom or calmness of heaf. one should not struggle against hardships, but rather
tum them to one's strength, finding freedom even in limitations.
In this context, the word freedom has a meaning quite different from that
which we would usually understand, meaning 'selÊliberation', with which the
ideas of no-mindness (mushin), emptiness (mulsrûnyatâ) and the final end and extinction, nirvâna,t5g are also associated. Freedom means forgetting oneselflse in a
way that one does "not even think that one is not thinking."ltr This state of absolute freedom and calmness of heaf, which is called wabí, md more precisely,
possessing the spirit of wabi mind(heart), can occur only in a true reality without
dualism.lól

rs7

Matsunagaand Matsunaga 1974,pp.72-73. Forfurtherinformation, see ibid., pp.64-76.

158 suzuki

1988, p. 139. Garheld 1995, pp.332-333. Suzuki explains,"nimâna is something
desirable and all Buddhists are advised to strive after it so as to escape this bondage of san-

sôra thal causes us to suff€r all kinds of üibulation." Någârjuna explains nimtâna as follows:
"...ín nimâna, unlike søms¡!¡a, one perceives emptiness and not entities; one perceives the
ultimate truth and not the conventional tn¡th. But emptiness is only the emptiness of all
entities, and the ultimue truth is merely the essenceless essence of those conventional things.
So nimãna is only sazsrira experienced as a Buddha experiences it. It is the person who

lse

enters

ninânq

but as a state ofbeing, not as a place to be."

Shôbôgenzô, vol. l: cenjôkôan, p. 54. Here Dôgen explains that snrdying the
Buddha means shrdying one's self. Studying one's self means forgetting oneself.

way of the

160 The following
ancient poem is referred to here: To think thar / I will not think / is still
thinking. / Dont think / even of not-thinking! (ln detail, see Section 3.2.3.) For another
translation for the poem, see Suz¡ki 1988, p. t 12.
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Straightforvard Heart

Nanpôrolw explains the wabi mind, the essence of wabi with the idea of straightforwardness Çikishin) as follows:
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And ñ¡rthermore, the essence of wabi stands for a crystal clear [immaculate], pure
world of the Buddha. Therefore, as one enters the roii path and the linle tea-room
(sóan) one should also sweep the dust away. \ühen the host and the guest shall come
together with the attitr¡de of straightfon¡¡ardness they will understand each other
without explaining the rules of chadô in detail.

Hisamatsu interprets the above-cited paragraph, stressing that the most important
rules of wabi lie in Zen- Jikishin no majiwari, he explains, by refening to the
origins of a person who follows the rules of Zen, i.e., the tn¡e nature of the self,
the essential self.l63 In other words, this means communication between persons
who possess a sincere heart (makoto no ningen : shinjín).In this state of hea¡t one
should not rely too much on nrles; it does not mean that rules are not importan!
but to rely too much on them does not belong the true nature of a human being

(ningen lrongentekina arilcata). Hisamatsu concludes that everything one does
should come from the heart: setting fire, boiling water, or even drinking tea (see
also Section 2.3.6). Hirota also translates hon'i as "the fi¡ndamental intent" and
jikíshin no majiwari as "to engage in an encounter with mind open and entire"lú
suggesting no rema¡kable difference from the translation given above. Next,
I shall elaborate on the concept of iikishin in more detail and discuss how it
specifies wabi as a philosophical concept.
In this paragraph, the essence of wabi is expressed with the idea of straight-

forwardness Çikishin) that becomes true in the immaculate (shôiô), pwe (muht)
world of the Buddha (bussekai). The wordjihbåin literally means "to be straight

lól

t62
163

ló4

Shôbôgensô, vol.Z: Zenki, p. 82. Dôgen writes that "The great paths ofthe Buddhas, in its
consummation, is the Way of passing through [the state of 'life-anddeath'], is the real world
[realþ]." This me¡ns the Way beyond the staæ of 'life-and-death', lhe same as attaining the
*rte of satori; and the Way back, retuming to the state of 'life'and-death', in order to attain
the ultimate state in which the Buddha nature emerges. For another Eanslation, see Cleary
1986, p.45. See also Suzuki 1934, pp. 16,53. Sualki also pays attention to the concept of
freedom and says that in Zen the attainment of freedom is stongly emphasised. He fi¡rther
explains that freedom means being free from all encumbrances; in order to attain this, life

should be lived like a bird flying in the
should be selÊforgening").

sþ, or like

Nanpôroku, p.264.
Hisamatsu 1973; see in detail, pp. 120, 152-155,28ó.

Hirota 1995, p. 23ó.

a fish swimming in the water ("life...
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of heart", but it also has a philosophical meaning to devote oneself eamestly to the
Buddha way.tos rhe word jrhihin is to be r¡nderstood in both of these meanings
in the above passage ftom Nanpôroht.ln the dictionary meaning it means "mind

open and entire", as Hirota puts

it, and its philosophical meaning is that one

should devote oneself eamestly to the vy'ay of Tea, and especially to the wabi style
of rea, wabichadô. Here again, the other meaning 'to devote oneself earnestly to
the Buddha Way' (to follow Buddhas teachings) is not to be understood in its dictionary meaning, but as a metaphor for Tea. If the host and the guest attain the
state of straightforwa¡dness arising from a mutual understanding from hea¡t to
hea¡t, the rules and regulations of Tea lose their meaning as means to attain the
desired state. In this respect, I agree with Hisamatsu that one should not rely too
much on the rules o¡ seek the knowledge of the written text because true knowledge is already in us and therefore, one should rather try to attain this higher state
of mind,Tihshin,to realise it.166
To summarise, the waåi mind(heart), wabi lcokoro, is equal to the idea of
earnestly devoting oneself to something (jíkishin) with an open and straightforward mind. And furthermore, all the acts should be ca¡ried out with a spirit similar
to those who devote themselves to Buddhist studies, giving a special nuance and
depth to the matter. In this context, jikishin describes one aspect of the highest
state of mind where one has attained the state of straightforwa¡dness and has
devoted oneself in body and spirit to the practice of Tea. Moreover, this is needed
in order to attain the state of wabi mind, through which the rue understanding of
wabi style of Tea becomes possible.
The term rojisôan in the original text is used as a synonym for wabichadô as
the whole, including the style of preparing Te4 the attitude of everyday life, as
well as the isolated and modest feeling of the tea-house and the path (roji)167 to it.
other expressions used as a synonym for the wabi style of Tea arc kochashiki no
chanoyu or sô no lcochashiki.t6s 'Dust' in this sentence means earthly desires and
worries of the mundane world, but it also refers to tangible dirt or dust. 'To sweep
away' means spiritual training as the Buddha has taught in order to clean one's
mind, body, and physical sunounding, roji and sôan (cteaning has essential
meaning tn chadô in a way similar to that tn Zen temples). The ultimate state of
satori, the essence of wabi (wabi no hon'í), and the waåi mind(heart), spint, wabi
knkoro, all come to mean the same thing: the Buddha mind(heart) or spirit,
busshin, emerging from the pure world of the Buddha.

165 Daijirin, s.v.jikishin

ló6

t67
lóE

see sections 2.3.5 (Dôgen's story of the sixth patriarch Enô
to the poem "miwataseba...").
For more in details about

Nanpôroku, p.3.

roji

see

4.2.3.

tffiÉED and 2.3.6 (explanation
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Consequently, the pure world of the Buddha could be said to express the
ideal, or the highest state of being. No earthly passions, temptations, or helpless
wandering a¡ound without a goal exist in this state. All earthly dust, temptations,
worries of the secula¡ world, are swept away, and the state of mushin, no-mindness is ¡eached. InZencharoht, this state of mind was described as having no lack
of freedom in lack of freedom, no insufficiency in insufüciency, no lack of preparedness
describes

in lack of preparedness. The immaculate, pure world of the Buddha
the state of mushin as simila¡ to the state of hean free from mundane

attachments and desires. Dôgen also teaches about this matter:
Buddha has said, "You should know that people with many desires shall gain a lot, but
this is why their afflictions are also many. Those with few desires have no seeking and
no craving, so they do not have this problem. You should cultivate having few desires
even for this reason alone; the fewer the desires are, the more shall be produced,
People with few desires are free from flattery and deviousness and from the desire of
seeking people's favour, an{ ñutlrermore, they are not under the compulsion of thcir
senses. Those who act with few desires a¡e calm, without worry or fea¡. Whatever the
situation is, there is more than enough - there is never insufficiency. Those who have
few desires ¡¿16 ¡¡rv¡¿."169

In a way, mushin means the same as absolute freedom of heart, or it may also refer
to being free þr the essential self, i.e., for the Buddha-mind to be discovered as
one's essential tn¡e naû¡re. This meâns also freedom to give to others.lTo This ultimate state of the heart, mushin, is in Nanpôroht called 7ïhsåín 'straightforward
heart' possessing also the meaning: 'to devote oneself wholeheartedly to somethittg'. Again, absolute freedom, tranquillity (calmness of the heart), satori, musårn (empty-heartedness), and jikishin (straightforward heart) arc all descriptions
of the wabi mind(heart), wabi lcolcoro, i.e., wabi as a philosophical concept.

2.3.3. S hôj ¡k¡: Candour
The third description ofwabí as aphilosophical concept, the idea of shôiiki (being
'honest' and'frank' in heart) is defined in the "/ó-ó lhabi no Fumi as follows:

169

Shôbôgenzô, vol. 4: Hachidainingakq pp. 404405. The same thing is also referred to in
Zencharoku: Wabi no Koto, p. 297 . See also Cleary 1986, p. I 12, whose Fanslation was a
great help in translating the text
170 See also Hiroa 1995, p.299-347. The Ten Oxherding Pictures. The last three picnues describe anaining freedom: the empty circle illustrates the ultimæc point of selÊbenefit and
from thenceforth one turns to benefiting othen. Hirota writ¡s that, "At this poin! one breaks
free even of awakening and ignorance, and attains the original mind itself, which one has
always ñrndamentally possessed." This is very similar to the state of mind described in this
study as'straigbtforward hearf, the state wherc the essential self, i.e., the Buddha-mind, is
discovered.
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That which is candour in the meaning of being truly [deeply] disøeeq self-denying,
and being not arogant þaughtyl is called waåi.

In previous

studies, this sentence has been translated variously as, 'open and
straightforward attitude', 'deeply modest', and 'ftee of arrogance' a¡e three individual descriptions of waåi. Hirotal?2 translates this as:
...it [wabí] hæ come to indicate an open and straighforward auitude (shôjikí), deeply
modest and considerate, and free ofarogance.

According to Hirota shôjikí expresses both moral ideas generally applicable to
personal relationships (teacher-disciple), and to the beginney's attitude that cha¡acterises the creative spirit of the anateur's Tea. Having an "open and straightforward" mind (shôjiki) does not necessarily imply an aesthetic standard such as simplicity or plainness. This anitude will mahue througb practice and broad experience into the austere and resonant style of a true master.lT3 Toda has studied Jô-ô
widely, but his interpretation of Jô-ô wabi no Fumi in general is more concrete
than spiritual, as Hirota suggested above. Toda writes that this passage refers to a
specific state of mind in everyday life, and moreover, that it also reflects Jô-ô's
philosophicat ideas.rTa Toda does not speciry these philosophical ideas but comments that the cited sentence fromJô-ô wabi no Fumihada grcat influence on the
development of the independent and higb-minded rea practitioner, such as Rilqrû
after Jô-ô.

Horikuchi's interpretation of this passage is very different. He thinks that
shôjiki does not express an abstract søte ofmind, but that experiencing concrete
characteristics or feelings in tea utensils, such as their shapes or in colours,
does.r75 This could be one possibility, but it needs to be expanded to describe not
only the utensils but also the outer appear¿mce of chadô in general. ln this meaning, the citation could have a connection with the sentence later in Jô-ô wabi no

l?l

J&.ô wabi no Fumi, p. 17.

t72 Hirota 1995, p.208.
t73 Hirota 1980, pp. 16-17. More in details, see ibid., pp. 13-17.
t74 Toda 1993-94, pd 4, p. 2. See similar interpretations:
Mizuo

1971, p. 16; Narukawa 19g3,
pp. 67-68; Kazue 1985, pp. 131-132. Mizuo's interpretation of the said passage in Jùó wabi
no Fumi is based on the concrete meaning. He finds this passage of Jùô Wabi no Fumi to be
plain and simple in meaning being only a point in the following sentence of the text where it
reads that in the tenth month the feeling of waåi is deepening. Nanrkawa and Kaz¡e see this
passage as describing a kind of moralistic attitude, too. Narukawa goes even fruther by
stating that it contains aesthetic and literary ideas as well. But, Narukawa does not describe

t1s

these in practice, and therefore, the aesthetic and literary meanings of the cited sentence
would need further explanation.

Horikuchi 1951, p. 251.
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Fumi where the godness Amaterasu Omit<ami is described as being the first great
Tea person on ea¡th because of the modest form of life she prefened (see
Introduction).

In contrast to Hirota (spiritual) and Horikuchi (concrete), Kurasawa finds this
sentence ftom Jô-ô Wabi no Fumí anexpression of religious values. He writes that
the idea of wabi seems to consist of some religious demands that are realised in
the fully purified spiritual idea of the Way of Tea. Kurasawa explains this with the

help of the sentence cited above, from Jô-ô Wabi no Fumi, as well as with
examples from the Nanpôroht (sections 2.3.2 and 2.3.6) and Zencharolu (Section
2.3.1).t76 Kurasawa uses the word shúþQ religion, in its original meaning, signifuing the teachings of the ancestors or the teachings of the gods and Buddhas in a
broad sense. In this respect, his definition of the "religious" demands is correct
because then these cited passages from Jô-ô Wabi no Fumí, Nanpôrolat md Zencharoku describe the essence of wabi, i.e., the waåf mind(heart), a distinctive
attitude, or state of mind, which is similar to that of Buddhist teachings. This does
not necessarily rnean that wabi is to be referred to as a religious concept. There
is no demand for real Buddhist training because one does not have to study
Buddhism in order to study the Way of Tea.l77
As shown above, the judgements on Jô-ô Wabi no Fumi seem to depend on
whether the concrete, spiritual, moral or philosophical aspects are emphasised. In
a concrete meaning, the cited sentence discussed here can be read as an introduction to the next theme in Jô-ô llabi no Fumi, according to which the tenth
month is 'the most waåi month' (invoking loneliness, melancholy, the end of
things, dark, deep feelings). The feeling associated with the rryaåi month is explained in Teika's poem (introduced in the following section). A certain feeling of
humility in tea-houses and utensils used, or the humble attitude described in the
story of Amaterasu Ômitami (see Introduction) all express wabi.lt can also be
read for its spiritual and moral suggestions by taking these th¡ee principles as
guidelines for one's life that leads into a style of true mastery. Or, it may be read

for its philosophical meaning taking shôjiki describing wabi as a philosophical
concept as it is understood in Buddhism.

Shôjiki (candour), which literally means being "righteous'r, "straightforward"
and "the true matter", has also meanings of being "honest" and "frank" in the
heart; it denotes the state of hea¡t where falsehood and lies do not exist; everything is natural as it is. The following words, tsutsushimi fulcaht and ogoranu,
further define the meaning of shôjiki. These words describe shôjiki as indicative of
something which is discreet, self-denying, and not arrogant (huughty).ttt In other
t76
177

Kurasawa 19924p. 120.
For more about the term "religion" and its connections with the concept of wabi, see also pp.
l-72 in this study.
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translations,t?e shôjiki (honest, frank), tsutsushimifukaht (discreet), and ogoranu

(non-arrogant) a¡e considered to be th¡ee different and separate feaures of wabi.

If shôjiki, candour, is read

EÉFrtæ
candour

as

it is understood inthe Lotus Sutra.

r80

- throw away the rules

it will also have a meaning that one should, without hesitating, honestly free oneself from the strict rules conceming spiritual training and be persuaded of the true
principles, teachings, of the Buddha as they are. In this way, shôiiki means the
state of mind, honesty and frankness, in which one should trust and follow the
teachings of the Buddha. As an example of this I shall cite Dôgen

in.lzno ('Such'):

The sixth patriarch [Enô / Ë ÉE ] used to be a woodcutter in south China. He knew the
true form of the mountains and the true character of the rivers. And under the green
pine he realised how to cutto the roots [the meaning of the essential self/the fi¡ndamenøl truthl. He could not, however, leam about the great wisdom that illumines the
mind (heart) [only] by studying quietly in front of the window. Thcn, from whom did
he learn purification ofthe heafi and the self-discipline? He heard people in the cþ
reciting a scripture [and he knew that it contained the great wisdom] but this was not,
however, something that he was waiting to hcar, nor was it recommended to him by
another. He lost his father as a boy, and supported his mother when he grew up. He did
not know þeing so busy with everyday life he did not have an opportunity to discover]
that he had a jewel in his clothing which shone through heaven and earth. All of a
sudden [after listening 10 the suta recited] he became enlightened, left his mother and
sought the highly educated priest [to study with]. This is something that people rarely
do. There exists hardly anyone who would abandon the goodness ofone's parents and
love for them! But he considered the teaching of the Buddha more important than love
and affection. In the lorus Sutra it says that those who possess the great wisdom shall
immediately trust [in their inner sense] and understand the meaning of the truth when
they hear i1.l8l

According to the story, even though Enô had not paid attention, he also had
always possessed this great wisdom, and therefore, hearing the sutra recited he
believed and understood the meaning of it without hesitation. The jewel that
shines through the heaven and ea¡th is a metaphor of üre Great Vy'isdom, i.e., the
178

There are two ways of interpreting this: seeing shöjiki refernng to the highest state of h€art
(this study). If so, other expressions explain (deepen) its meaning. Or, it can bc understood to
refer to the outer appearance, the style (fiûteí), changing the meaning of the sentence so that
wabi in style (fiûteí) means doing things with an honest heart, and being truly (deeply)
discreet (self-denying) and not arrogant. (Based on the discussion on the subject with hof.
Kurasawa: personal letterdated lOth ofFebruary, 1998.) See also Konishi 1986, pp.98-100.

179

For example, Hirota 1995, p. 20E; Hirota 1980, pp. 13-17; Narukawa 1983, pp. 67-68;
Kazue 1985, pp. l3l-132.
Hokkekyô, vol. I Qri), Hôbenhin, p. 128.
Shôbôgenzô: Immo, vol. l, p.412. Bæed on Cleary's tanslatíon n Shôbôgeraô: Zen Essays
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by Dôgen 19E6, p. 53. See also Section 2.3-5.
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Buddha nature and of when one will discover that, all the 'clouds of suffering and
desires' shall disappear making the sky clear and blue. This story shows that by
being candid rather than focusing on the means to attain enlightenment, one shall
realise the tnre meaning of the Great Wisdom, the essential self which one origin-

ally

possesses.

In this

shôjiki refers to the beginner's heart and to the
teacherdisciple relationship as Hirota suggested ea¡lier in this section.
As shown above, philosophical, concrete, moral, and even religious interpretations for the cited passage of the Jô-ô wabi no Fumi can be found and all
of these are equally correct. To conclude, the temr shôjikí,'candour', is almost
similar in meaning to the word jikishin,'straigbtforward heart'. The latter word
describes 'devoting oneself to something with the mind open and entire', and the
former describes the state of mind or'the candid attitude' one needs in order to be
able to trust and understand the truttu the essence of the teachings as they are.
sense,

Moreover, they both describe distinctive features

of wabi as a philosophical

concept.

2.3.4. Mahoto: Sincerity

Jô-ô lrabi no Fumi explains makoto by quoting Fujiwara Teika's (1162-1241)
poem:

vl.'>þ0 Ø
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The world without falsehood and lies
u)
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comes true in this month

ofthe Gods absence.
Then from whose sincere hean
are these early winter showers.

Narugawa comments on the above cited poem that makoto, sincerity, describes

human nature and its meaning is amplifred by the word shôjiki, candour.ls3
similarly, Toda explains malcoto as expressing one's true feelings (or the heart),
but in general, he does not focus on makoto and its deep philosophical connotations. Rather, he concentrates on explaining the meaning of shigure (drifting
showers) in the poem as a seasonal word used in classical poetry signifring that
early winter is the season when the feeling of wabí deepens, emphasising the idea
of living in solitude.lsa Hirota offers a more detailed explanation for the meaning
of makoto, stating that "if is the realm in which each thing is true to itself', as a
state where one can really see things from "one's truehea¡tedness". He ñnds makoro having two dimensions: a moral dimension meaning sincerity and genuineness
182 Jô-ô wabi no Fumi, p. t7.
183 Narukawa 1983, p.68.
184 Toda 1993-94, part 5, p. 6.
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and an ontological dimension meaning üuth and reality.r85 According to Hirot4 in
this realm one is able to see things truly as they are in themselves as in Bashô's

saying: "If you want to leam about the pine, leam from the pine. If you want to
leam about the bamboo, learn it from the bamboo."186
This is an interesting reference to the text of Bashô. I agree with Hirota that
Bashô's text can be understood as a reference to the "true seeing" without any
pretence or deception. Bashô's words may also suggest the learning process or a
sensibility for the arts; for example, in order to leam Tea or in order to grasp the
true feeling, the true spirit, in one's poems, one needs to have some subjective experience in the matter; one needs to knor¡'the object thoroughly. Kuriyama Ri'ichi
explains Bashô's saying to mean that the self (¡i&o) and nature (shizen) should be
one (united), and again that we (ware) and the thing(mono) should be one as well.
In other words, one should enter the thing, to become one with the thing. rwhen
the thing that exist's in the extemal world (gaíbusekai) and the heart or spirit
(kokoro) that exist's in the inner world (nøläaselcai) become one, from the combination of these two worlds the tn¡e nature, the distinctive nature of things, will
arise naturally. Kuriyama concludes that on account of the spirit (the heart), the
thing will proceed towa¡ds perfectness in this world.l87

I agree with Kuriyama that with the cited saying about bamboo and pines
above, Bashô means that first and foremost one should not make a distinction
between oneself and the object, i.e., the person does not make a¡t (tsuhtru),but a¡t
comes into existence naturally (salwhin ni naru) as a result of the interaction between the person and the object. Becoming one with the object means that objects
are bom naturally, and this brings out the true heart, the tue natue of the thing. If
the subject (a person) and the object (a work ofart) are separated, one can make a
piece of art, but it \À/ill be artificial by nature, and does not have the tn¡e hea¡t
(spirit). For a good work of art, one needs to become one with the objec! a oneness that is demonsúated by means of the material used. For example, if one
wants to compose a poem about banboo, one needs to know bamboo thoroughly,
metaphorically 'to become a bamboo', in order to grasp its spirit in words. tn this
of Bashô's saying comes close to the idea of naturalness
introduced in this study in the next section (2.3.7). Bashô's saying describes two
things: the mind (kokoro), i.e., the highest state of mind, the essential natu¡e of the
sense, the meaning

l8s
186

Hirota 1980, pp. l7-18.
Akasôshi, p. 398-399. The original text as a whole reads as follows: fÀ
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human being, which may be called makoto no kolaro, 'sincere heaxt' or, 'trueheartedness' as Hirota puts it, focusing the concept of the mind (l<okoro) and how
the acts are carried out with this special state of mind. But it also describes the
absolute naturality (tennen) in things and in all acts. This naturalþ is realised in

the ultimate state of the hea¡t when the self has become one with the spirit of
Buddhahood Çiko honrai no honshô) as noted also by Hirota. Moreover, from this
sincerity (makoto) will grow the true nature of the work. So both the form (containing the idea of tennenlnaturality) and the spirit (Buddhahood) are needed, and
malcnto is one expression of the spirit these concepts contain.

The word makoto stands for "truth", "sincerity", "one's deep feelings", or
"true heart" in its dictionary meaning. Jô-ô admires Teika's use of makato in the
cited poem fuom Jô-ô Wabi no Fumi and gives it as an example to describe the
very spirit of wabi. According to Jô-ô, makoto intimates something that lies just
beyond the intellect, emotion, volition and words. It is possible only for a man like
Teika to use it in such a way.l88 In this study, makoto is understood to describe the
ultimate state of the true hea¡t, pwe heart, as do the terms jikishin (straightforward
heart) and shôjiki (candour). Therefore, I suggest that these three separate concepts should be considered describing wabi ¿s a philosophical concept explaining
the matter from slightly different angles and, one by one, deepening and clariffing

its meaning. In this respect, the above cited poem illustrates the ñmdamental
nature of man which, according to Nanpôrolat, emerges from the pure world of the
Buddha. The word shigure (written with the lcanji characters "time" and "rain" in
Japanese) in the poem means early winter showers by its poetic associations but it

also suggests the sense of chilliness and purity of the crystal-clear early winter
days. On the other hand, the use of såigzre in the poem emphasises the idea of
sincerity, meaning that the essential nature of man is also pure, similar to the tears
of the gods (in poetry shigure is used also as a metaphor for weeping). In this
sense makoto, sincerity, suggest a person's sincere heart being as pure as the heart

of the gods because, if they a¡e absent (lcannazuki), from whose sincere heart are
the early winter showers drifting?
The true nature of the sincere heart, makoto, in the poem refers to the pure
and immaculate world of the Buddha (see Section 2.3.2) without falsehood and
lies, which is emphasised with the metaphor the 'month of the Gods absence',
kannazuki, refening here to the time when the gods of the land leave their provinces to gather at the lzumo shrine. The tenth month in the luna¡ calenda¡ means
the beginning of the winter and it is called Kannazuki, as in the cited poem above.
This gives an image of an extremely austere sense of waåi, which is described
later in this study with the words'cold, lean and withered'(sections 3.1.2,3.1.3,
and 6.2.5) and the strong feeling of solitude. Here the reference to the idea of
188

Jô-ô wabi no Fumi, p. 17
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emptiness (sunyôta), the essential nature of all things, is found. When ever¡hing

is empty it is also absolutely pure both spiritually and physically; not even the
dust of the gods exists in this ultimate state. And, this state of mind belongs,
according to Jô-ô, to the idea of wabi because just before this poem he states that,
in the tenth month, the spirit of wabi is deepeninglse *¿ reaches its ultimate state.
In other words, the tenth month refers to absolute emptiness, to the true nature of
the human being, and to thewabi mind(heart) possessing all these qualities.
The sincere heart, makato, suggesting the true, essential nature of the human
being, i.e., the waåi mind(heart), may be cla¡ified with the help of the following
citation found later in the sane Jô-ô lYabi no Fumi:

-t

Øwñ< $!/¡46teo

to possess illustrious virn¡e without shadows

In this sentence, the word meitolattet expresses illustrious (resplendent) virtue, but
it also denotes the idea of the innate, illusüious true nature of the human being
(honshô).tez If the true nature of the human arises from the pure world of the
Buddha then in order to reach this pure world of the Buddha or to attain one's
true nature, one should devote oneself to ascetic training (spiritual training).le3
Zencharoht explains the nature of spiritual training with six pdramitâs leading to
the other shore of nínâna (see Section 2.3.6).In other words, the true nature of
the human being shall emerge from the ultimate state of the heart in which the
absolute freedom of the hean is attained. This heart also has to possess ttre
qualities of being sincere (makoto), being candid (shôjiki) and having a straight-

forward heart Çikishrn). All of these are expressions of the wabi mind(heart) and

l8e
leo

l9l

Jô-ô wabi no Fumi, p. 17.
Jô-ô wabi no Fumi, p. 17.

Legge 1960, p. 356. In the Great Learning of Confucius the word meitolu is also used as
- to illustrate illustrious virtue (!f,ffi); to renovate the people; and to rest in the highest excellence." ln the notes for the text Legge
explains: "The illustrious virt¡e is virn¡ous nature which man derives from Heaven. This
¡s perverted as man grows up, through defects ofthe physical constitution, through inward
lusts, and through outward seductions; and the great business of life should be, to bring the
nature back to its original purity." The word meitoku is used similarly here, and later on in
this chapter it will be shovm that the absolute state of the waåi mind also possesses similar
characteristics: it is the highest state ofmind(heart) that one inherently possesses, but has lost
because of the desires for the mundane world. One should strive after this original state of
mind Qrfro honrai no honshQ by doing spiritual taining (ascetic training).

follows: "What the Great leaming teaches is

192 Daijirin,

r93

s.v. meitolç¿.

The Japanese word slrugtô (spirituat training) refers to physical training, in the meaning of
leading an ascetic life as in the Zen monasteries, but it also refers to spiritual train¡ng in
order to anain the highest state of the mind(heart): ûaining is spiritual, but the means are
physical. These two, spiritual training through physical means, cannot be separated; they are
one without duality.
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all of them signifu the ultimate state of safori, and mo¡eover, the emptiness. The
passage ftom Nanpôrolan, "the essence of wabi lies in the crystal clear (immaculate), pure world of the Buddha..."le4, explains the same waåi mind as 'the tue

of human being' (meitoht or honshó) mentioned above. Based on these
arguments, it can be claimed that those possessing all these qualities a¡e not ordinature

nary men.

23.5. Bwshó: True Neture of the Buddha
The idea and the meaning of 'the ordinary man' in./ó-ó wabi no Fwni may now be
discussed in order to describe the wabi mind(heart):

Lt ¿g6trs
^t:(Ë
you are not an ordinary man...
füåtr

R

In previous studies onJô-ô wabi no Fumí,t% the concept'ordinary man'has rarely
been studied. Toda, however, has paid attention to the term but interprets the
passage 'you are no ordinary man...' without any philosophical nuances in reference to the relationship between master Jô-ô and his disciple Rikya. Toda thinks
the reason Rikyû became an outstanding figure in the history of chadô was that
Rikyir was taught by Jô-ô, who was a great master himself.¡e7 I agree that sometimes the word heijin, "a common man", "an average man" is used to indicate a
difference between Rikyû and other Tea practitioners. For example, in Yamanoue
sôjikites it is said that Rikyû's style of rea is like the branches of a tree in early
winter, or tlrat Rilcyû made a tea-room just the size of one-and-a-halflatami mats.
However, this kind of Tea is something trøt an (Nerage Tea practitioner should
not practise (heijin wa muyô narí).rn these examples, the context of the text is in
Tea practice; in a kind of tea-room or style of Tea in general. However, the context of Jô-ô Íllabi no Fumí is purely philosophical and a rare expression, tadabito,
'ordinary man' is used instead.
ln Jô-ô lTabi no FumitJ¡re claim that one is not an ordinary man suggests that
one is something extaordinary, such as the Buddha was. The philosophical connotation of the'ordinary man'is to be r:nderstood from its context rnJô-ô Wabí no
Fumi: in the previous sentence Jô-ô has defined what is called the essential nahre
194 Nanpôroku, p.264.
195 Jô-ô wabi no Fumi, p. 17.

le6
t9?

198

Such as Narukawa 1983; Kaare 1985; Hirota 19E0.

Toda 1993-94, part 5, p. 1. See also Mizuo 1971, p. 18. Here Mizuo writes in a manner
similar to Toda that on'mi rcfers to Rikyû and ndabito to the fact that Rikyt wæ a special
Tea master with exùaordinary talent who developed the essential nature of Tea
Yamanoue Sôjiki, pp. 100-102.
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(honshô) of the human being, tbrough w'hich the highest state of the sublime hean
is reached (see Section 2-3.7). Continuing with the statement that'you a¡e not an
ordinary man' and followed by the statement that'one possesses illustrious virtue
without shadows'makes it clear from this context that Jô-ô, who had also studied

Zen, uses the word 'ordinary man' outside of its dictionary meaning; It refers, for
example, to a Tea p€rson, with an unusual connotation emphasising the deeper
values of an ordinary human being. It may also be also presumed that Jô-ô, who
was a highly educated man and, as a master of renga poetry, did not waste words
in his one page letter for his disciples: in this letter every word cotmts.
Next, I would like to introduce another point of view, using the concept of
'ordinary man' to explain waåi as a philosophical concept. The following passage
from Ryôjinhisho (1004) elucidates the meaning of 'ordinary man' in the way this
expression is also used and understood in this study.

{¿.ÈËB^i¡9 å. #sÈßl:lti¡r¡n
â=Z þ>litLtì*\tee

, =HlL#.HÈâh¿.

*Fb5Ð It

Long ago even the Buddha was a human, and in the end we will also become Buddhas.
ft is very sad (a greæ pþ) if one does not know that this body of ours has originally
been one with the tt¡ee embodiments þodies) of the Buddha and has possessed the
Buddha nature.

Even though the Buddha heatt (busshrn) and one's own heart (wagakokoro) ate
separated temporarily into two because of our ignorance; in the end they will
again become one.200 The attained state of mind can be called the true natu¡e of
the original self (ji&o honrai no honshô). The quotation refers to the idea that
everyone originally possesses the Buddha naûre or the spfuit of Buddhahood, but
.because of our ignorance, we neither perceived nOr knew it."20l Somehow' one

had lost the right Way, i.e., forgotten the inspiration of perfect wisdom, and become content with a mere trifle. One can still reach that state of min{ the one
which is called the Buddha nature, by "cultivating the roots of buddha-goodness"202 and devoting oneselfto practices in order to attain the lilay, and finatly
nirvôna. The th¡ee bodies (kâya) of the Buddha mentioned in the text refer to the
overall unity with Buddha, in the spirit, in nature, and in physical appearance.2o3
199 Ryôjinhisho, p. 68. This

poem is also referred to in the chapter of Heilce Monogatari called
(¡ó), edited by Takahashi Sadaichi' p- 70'

G¡ri. See Heike Monogawi

200

2ot

Compare with Ryôjinhisho note 232, p. 68]. "all things [not only everybody, but also everyin mankind, has the spirit of Buddha".
thing /

#]

Katô

1971,

p.213.

202 Katô 1971, p.212.
203 Williams 1989, pp. t67-1t4.

See also \Varder 1970, pp. 412413:' Miyæaka Schiffer and
p.
Cillman 1971, 258. The three bodies of the Buddha are nâbhdvil¡akâya (dharnahiya),
sambhogikahâya, and nairmônikataûya. According to Williams, dharmalstya (law-body)
means the Essence of the Buddha, his true naturs or the true nature of all things. San-
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In sum, the wabi mind(heart) is the same as the true nature of the human being
(honshô), which becomes synonymous with the true nature of the Buddha
(Busshô).

ln shôdôlca (ãtr Ë ffi),

(frfr+),

chapter 3 Gûshakus&t
the spirit of the
Buddhahood in human being, i.e., the Buddha narure, is explained as follows:

frfr+ trñ6â
*turyÅÉãà
f,'ÃrjåËrÊf;¡îå
ËFü,ù'Ë*fffø204
a poor disciple ofthe Buddha. you can call me poo¡ but actually I am poor only
in my body. In the way - I am not poor at all. For being poor means that I always wear
rags. The Way means that I have a priceless jewel hidden in my hean.

I am

Haga Koshirô has used this citation from Shôdôtca in order to describe the attraction in remaining poor describing the spirit of Zen, something which has given a
profound aesthetic sense to wabi. Even though materially poor, the followers of
zen have great confidence in the way of the Buddha (following the teachings
which means the form of life of the Buddha).zo5 However, shôdôt(n not only
describe's the aesthetic values of wabi, such as the plain and ba¡e tea utensils and
tea huts possessing the spirit of austerilv and naturalness, but also waåi as a
philosophical concept suggesting a special state of mind and attitude towards life
in general.2o6
In the poem cited above from shôdôlø, the true nature of the original self,
i.e., the Buddha nature (busshô), is suggested with the saying having ,a priceless
jewel hidden in our hearts'. The story of 'the priceless jewel' is explained in the
Lotus Sutra207 as follows: A person sews a priceless jewel into the robe of a friend
bhogilølaiya, (reward-body) means the Body of Complete Enjoyment (which is actually
attained in Buddhahood). The third of the Buddha's Transformation Bodies, nairmânikakãya
(history-body), manifests itself in whatever way is necessary for others. Warder translates
these th¡ee Sanskrit tenns as "the substance of docrine (own nature, proper substance)",
"enjoyment substance (physical marks of the Buddhas, personification of enlightenment)",
and "creation substance (the ordinary human nature ofthe Buddha and ofall the Buddhas)".
Williams reminds us that the Sanskrit text called the Perfect Wisdom (AstaxÍhasrika
Praiñâpâramitã Sufra) makes a clear distinction between the physical body of the Buddha
(nûpahþa) and the spiritual body of the Buddha (dharnataÍya). DharmakÁya consists of
three interconnected dimensions in the PrajñtþáramiuÍ texts: a collection of teachings, particularly the PrajñâgîranårÍ itself, a collection of pure dharmas possessed by the Buddh4

2u
205

and emptiness (stinyat@ itself.

Shôdôka Chaprer 3: Gûshatatshi tnZen no Goroku, p. 45.
Haga 1982b, pp.29-30. Forthe Japanese version of Haga,s articte, see Haga l9g24pp.Z728. Haga reminds us here that Dôgen was not the only one who found novetty in remaining
poor.

206 Ses also Section 4.2.2 ntbis
207 Katô t97t, pp.2t2-2t4.

study for the idea of ',noble poverty. by Engel.
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who is leaving his home. Without knowing about the jewel the friend goes abroad"
ekes out his living and zuffers a lot. Later on he meets this friend again, and hears

that all the while he had a priceless jewel with him. He is also told that the
meaning of all the suffering was to help him become content with things as they
are, to become calm and tranquil in body and soul.208 According to this story,
everyone already has the Buddha nature, a priceless jewel, in one's heart; it just
\ùy'ay, i.e., being
needs to be brought out, and therefore, the idea of having lost the

separated from the Buddha nature because of one's ignorance, means that one
needs to free one's heart for the Buddha nature (Section 2.3.1). The 'poor disciple

of the Buddha' may, in this context, refer to the shuklæ; a follower of Zen who has
left his mundane life and lives quietly in solitude,2oe meaning that a person leaves
the mundane world in order to attain the state of calm and tranquil heart, i.e., the
state of satori. This kind of life is considered to be one of the th¡ee treasu¡es in
Buddhism: buppôsô meaning the Buddha" dharma, teachings, and samgha' community.2ro (See Section 2.3-6.)
A person who possesses the paåi mind(heart) is not an ordinary person: one
may seem to be poor in material goods, but deep in one's hea¡t there exists a priceless jewel. This jewel can be called the spirit of the Buddha (busshô\ which is the
same as the true nature of the essential self. Moreovet, this spirit of the Buddha, or

the Buddha nature, is a synonym for the true nature of one's heart (kolaro no
honshô) that will arise from the realm of the Buddha. The true natufe of one's
heart, in tum, is described in this study as an absolute freedom and calmness or
tranquillity of the heart. From this ultimate state (sato,'Ð arises the tnre spirit of
the heart (kokoro no honshô), in other words the spirit of sincerity (malcoto) and
candour (shôjíki) of heart. Based on all the descriptions of wabí as a philosophical
concept that I have introduced up to this point, the preliminary conclusion can be
208
209
210

Shodôka, notes, p. 48. See also Shôbôgenzô: Immo,
Section 2.3.3 in this study.

vol. l, p.412, which is explained in

For further information, see Shôdôka 1974,p.48, notes.

Warder 1970, pp. 37-38; for further information, see Warder 1970' pp. 33-42. Community
(samgha) refers to the sramana movement of the 6th century BC in India. One of the most
essential parts of the teâching consists of ascetic practices and snrdy of nature. Thç most
successful and important srarnana school was founded by the Buddha who was one of the
many wandering teachers. He collected a fair number of followers, and he promulgated a
doctrine which had all the main characteristics of the sramana movem€nt. He also rejected
authority and emphasised experience: the student should not accept the teachings just
because the Buddha says so. One should l¡nd out through one's own personal experience
whether the teachings are tme or not. The aim was to attain absolute calmness, to end
transmigration, as well as to seek for truth and happiness. Followers of the sramø¿a school
rejected thc values of ordinary society; they left society, had their own rules for disciples,
and lived on whatever they could find in woods and fields or by begging. This approaches
the idea of shul:ke,a follower of Zen who has chosen an ascetic form of life staying apart
from this world and living in quietude and peace, and the spiritual training in Tea to attain
th€ ultimate state of the heart.
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drawn that the waåi mind(heart) may be considered to be equal to the true nature
or spirit of the Buddha (busshin, busshô).If this statement is true, in order to reach
that goal of wabi mind one needs to devote oneself to spiritual training.

23.6. Shugô: Spiritual Training
The idea of spiritual training and the final aim of attaining peace of mind also
exist in wabi as a philosophical concept. Now I would like to examine what it
means to be a disciple of the Buddha and to follow the teachings and form of life
of the Buddhq using a series of examples. These issues conceming the meaning

of spiritual training and the state of wabi ntnd attained through it can be

ap-

proached through reflection on the following citation ftom zencharolat
EEf l¿lÉøË

È+

D

<

.

Elt1l^#,à{61z+ L2r

I

...be firmly (strongly) faithtul to lprotect or obey] the mind
[spirit] of waå
kokoro) which is the same as keeping the pr¡ecepts of the Buddha.

i (wabi no

In other words, the state of wabi mind is equal to the state of maintaining the
teachings of the Buddha. zencharolu explains the teachings of the Buddha with
rolatharamilsu, the six pâramitâs. Zencharolat says that pâramitô is Sanskrit and
means crossing over the sea of the mundane world full of hardship and suffering
in order to reach the ideal st¿te of s¿¡ori.2t2 Six pâramitâs are named according to
the practices that the Bodhisattvas were supposed to carry on and maintain in their
everyday lives.2l3 The six pâramitâs, therefore, are like guidelines for everyday

life and iue integrat to spiritual training. Mainaining these virtt¡es in one's life and
living according to them leads towa¡d the ultimate goal, i.e., the state of enlightenment (satori). Trrc six pâramitâs arc the following: charity, fouowing (respecting) precepts, patience (stoicism), diligence, meditation, and wisdom.2l4 suzuki
writes that all of these six principles together create the state of "perfect wisdom"
2l

I

Zencharoku: wabi no Koto, p. 297 . Basedon Hirota's translation in Hiroø 1995, p. 27s.

212 Zencharoku: Wabi no
Koto, note 7,p.298. In the original text

as ìÄ/ell as in a footrote
used in the context rËfer to reaching the ideal søte of
satori (lS 0
la ãl $). Higan also means by doing practices (shugtô = spiritual
training) to be able to pass over the Sea of eanhy desires in other words, to pass over the
circle of rebirth (rinne), and enter the state of nehan (nimâna). The state of salori is also
called nimâna. See more in detail: Bukkyôjiten, s.v. higan, nehan, and satori.

explanation, the word

Ø&.Ë

213

2t4

ffift(higan)is

Zencharoku: Wabi no Koto, p. 297.See also Hirota 1995, p.2?j; Suzuki 1930, p. 365-366.
Hirota 1995, p.275: charity, observance of precepts, perseverance/humilþ, energy, meditation, wisdom. Suzuki 1930, p. 366: charity, morality, patience/humility, energy, meditation,
wisdom. cleary 1986, p. 25: Dôgen explains them also in Maka Hannya Haramirsu as "six
layered wisdom, which is charity, morality, forbearance, vigor, meditation, and wisdom".
See more in detail: Zencharoku: Wabi no Koto, p. 297,andp.298, note 7.
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does not mean just the wisdom Qtrajñâ/hanya),
but all of these six perfection together.2rs Zencharolw's chapter calleÅ Wabi ends
(lranzenna chie) and therefore

it

with the sentence:

f¿,Ø-+at,
Ë¿L<. u\l¡t:ùlÍ{ÉÉffiî-rÈ. xØfrÉt t)
5-¡çzto ^È.Ø'ñÆt
The word waåi means practising and following these six principles, respecting ùem
and being sincere in carrying them out. Would these principles not be the same in
chadó also?

According to this passage, waåi means trying to understand fully the meaning of
these six principles, living and practising (Tea) according to them. Suzuki explains that it is not just by accident that charity is the first and wisdom the last
principle: Charity stands for a practical virtue while wisdom is more intellectual.
However, acts of charity have their roots in wisdom. He concludes that charity is
equal to wisdom, and wisdom is equal to charity.2lT Suzuki is right in stating that
all the six pâramitâs a¡e needed in order to reach the state ofperfect or absolute
wisdom, i,e., perfect wisdom will grow from those six virtues, and that the most
important principles are charity (fixe) and wisdom or intelligence (chie). Ye\fiise
denotes not only charity, but also becoming free from the attachment to things,
people, and this entire physical world. In other words,;frse means forgetting
onesel{ emptying oneseli or reaching the point or state of detachment (mushin\ztg
(Section 2.3.1). Therefore, it may be claimed thatfuse means forgetting oneself
and chie denotes emptiness (sûnyatiâ).2te The other principles in between a¡e
guides to the state of nirvâna, bul mushín is the inevitable starting point toward
attainment of the final goal.
Dentôroku (ËffiEfTffi)220 explains mushin as follows:

Êè+tll' ¿.ttf. *,ù.àü

à-'.. *,ù./¡fulfË ã.l¡'Ð t-

If you want to study the Way, first search for a hea¡t of detachment... after you have
reached the state of derachment, studying the lüay becomes eæy.
zt

5

2t6
2t7

Suzuki 199 l, p. 9. See also Bukþôjite n, s.v. hanya and honya haranitsu.
Zencharoku: Wabi no Koto, p. 297.See also Hirota 1995,p.275.
Suzuki 1991, p. I l.

218 Bukþôjiten,

ztg

s.v.fase.

Venkata Ramanan l9?1, p. 324; Garfield 1995, p. 322. Venkata Ramanan quotes the teachings of Seng-chao (384414), that "prajñâ of the highest kind is not the same as ordinary
knowledge; yet it is not divorced from things. It is the highest kind of illumination, in which
all the traces of the thought of duality and the thought of self are overcome and the traces of
passion are extinct. True pmjfuâ is void." Garfield says that
Mâdþanilca philosophy
insight into emptiness is an important precondition for enry into niruâna. In other words,
emptiness is a preconditionfor nimâna, i.e., inexpressible wisdom.

n

220

Dentôroku in Kokuyaku Issaikyô: Shidenbu, vot. 15, p.451.
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This means that, after reaching a state of detachment, mushin, it also becomes
easier to reach the ultimate state of perfect wisdom i.e., nirvâna (absolute extinction or void). s,ûnyatâ means emptiness, and in Mahâyâna Buddhism prajñiâ
means perfection of wisdom;22| perfect wisdom means emptiness, in other words,
sûnyatâ. Here we find an interesting connection wittr Nâgârjuna's philosophy, in
which "the ultimately true nature of things, the complete sûnyatâ, is the same as
Nirvâna, the inexpressible dharma.n22z ¡tt other words, perfect wisdom could be
called nírvâna, the state from which great mercy and compassion emerge (døyi
daihl. These terms do not mean the same in their dictionary definitions but they
can be understood to refer to similar ideas with a "family resemblance."z3 The
heart of detachment is like a doorway to perfect wisdom, and it becomes equivalent to the wabi mind(heart), wabi lakoro, too. Dôgen also emphasises the heart of
detachment by saying "studying the way of the Buddha is studying the self.
Studying the Self is forgetting the Self.'22{ In Zuimonki Dôgen teaches that:

)(zr E. +^Htr ) H" ffi.4 frl

/

H,f,.zr,

ftt¡a¡v#*,f,. åËä.8ä. T-vaÍv#,

Ë^,/ ãÉ*.

r,.à å"ùHÆtofia #È,*TLHËä.

ãþr+È.4viIv fi+{/.+g.ìË. foTnr,'à Uù vF'È#f#.Ë . ffiggä
4 v ffi #, W 9 2'L, ã'.æry{úfr Ê * + & Ø h22s
The master says also that the foremost concem of a student is first to detach from the
notion of the self. To detach from the notion of the self means that we must not cling to
this body. Even if you have thoroughly studied the stories of the ancients and sit firmly
like iron or stone, those who cannot take some distance from their body cannot find the
Way of Buddhas even in ten thousand eons, in a thousand lifetimes. Even though you
may say you have understood the temporary and rue doctrines and the exoteric
(kenþó) as well as the esoteric teachings (pikþö), but if your heart cannot detach
from the attachment to the body, you will be aimlessly counting on others' treasures
without having a halfpenny ofyour own.

Nanpôroht describes spiritual training
/J'Æ*.ØX o>&Ijffi
-

{ Vt

DJ.>

as

tbllows:

T Eñ'Æ

Ëf

ã

+,e

Tea in the little tea-room is first of all to follow the teachings of the Buddha, to devot€
oneself to spiritual training in order to attain the Way.226

The translation given above is close to Hirota's, who writes that "Chanoyu of the
small room is above all a matter of perþrming practice and attain¡ng realisation

22t
222
223
224
225

Williams t989, p.44.
Venkata Ramanan 1971, p. 323.

Brenner 1999, p. 23. llittgenstein's Philosophical Investigatiow.
Shôbôgenzô: Genjôkôan, p. 54. Based on the translation

by Cleary 1986,p.32.

Shôbôgenzô, Zuimonki, p.295. See also Cleary 1986, pp. 16-17. See also ibid.,
17. Cleary cites this passage from Zuimonki. See also Masunaga 1971,p.62.

226 Nanpôroku, p.3.

p.22,note
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in occord with the Buddhist path."u Hirota explains that chanoya¡ of the little
Tea-room is first of all practising Te4 and through this, attaining the realisation of
chanoyu (satori in order to understand the true meaning of Tea) in accord with the
Buddhist path. Bimbaum has translated this just the other way round: "Chanoyu
of the small room first and foremost is a discipline in Buddhist dharma towards

attaining the llay."n8 Here, Bimbaum seems to emphasise the idea that studying
the Way of Tea is equivalent to devoting oneself to Buddhist teachings. Both of
these interpretations have their point. However, Bimbaum's translation is too
religiously orientated to be wholly in accord with the idea of Tea as a Way as it is
discussed in this study, even though it is correct in it dictionary meaning.
Hisamatsu explains the passage cited from Nanpôroht in a more or less
similar way by saying that "tea in the little tea-room is first of all to follow the
teachings of the Buddha, to devote oneself to spiritual training in order to attain
the Way". According to Hisamatsu, this means that the most important principles
of wabi chanoyu (Tea in a small tea-room) are in the teachings of the Buddha, and
that the teachings of the Buddha are the same a¡; the teachings of Zen. One should
maintain these teachings of Zen, practise and follow them in order to attain the
Way. To become a wabi Tea person (wabi chajin) means, first of all, that one has
to become truly human (makoto no ningen).In this context malcato refers to the
purest state of mind(heart) of a human being.z2e Hisamatsu's disciple, Kurasawa,
has come to the conclusion that Tea in a little tea-room is primarily to assist one in
becoming an enlightened person, or to become a Buddha. In other words, in order
to attain true realisation of the Way, one has to practise and maintain the teaching
of the Buddha. 'First of all' (dai'ícåi) means here, according to Kurasawa" the first
step which is the route "from the Heart to the Way", which is naturally followed
by the second step, the route "from the $/ay back to the Heart". This is, however,
omitted from the citation.23o 'First of all' (dai'ichi) may be understood as Kurasawa does (from Heart to Tea), but could it not also be understood to suggest that
after the first, the state of spiritual training, comes the second state? This second
state is the state of absolute freedom of heart where the individual has become one

with the original Buddha nature. Furthemrore, in this state all acts become natural.
Kuwata connects the above-mentioned passage from Nanpôroht ïo the saying of
"Cha Zen lchimi" that the Way of Tea and Zen arrive at the same awa¡eness in the
end, the absolute state.23l This demonsuates that the foundationof chadô lies in

227 Hirota 1995, p.217 .
228 Hagal982b,p.27.
22e Hisamatsu 1973, p. 153,
230 Kurasawa 1994, pp. 278-284.See

23t

in details, ibid., pp. 267-296.

Kuwata 1958, p. 212. Yamanoue Sôjiki, p. 95. These words are originally by Sen Sôan
(1578-1656) who wrote a book called Cha Zen Dôichimi. See also Zencharoku: Chai no
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Zen, although the connection can be considered obvious since in the classics it is
said that all the previous Great Tea Masters had studied zen;a2 but this connection is too general to explain the sentence cited from Nanpôrolat.zï3
I believe that the cited sentence from Nanpôrolu means that the most important thing in Tea is to keep the teachings of Buddha in one's mind while practising

Te4 i.e., following the way of wabichadô ('Tea in the little tea-room')23a. This
means, first of all, following the rules, the teachings of Buddha This may sound
quite religious, but still it does not mean that one should first become a monk
(Buddhist monk) to study Tea. Rather, the rules and teachings of the Buddha have
in one's mind: one has to be au'a¡e of them, to have them as guidelines

1o be kept

Koto, p. 288. The same idea is also introduced in Zencharo*2, section three Chai no Koto

(Spirit of Tea) which starts with the sentence: "The meaning of Tea is the same as the
meaning of Zen." The oldest connections of Tea and Zen are in the book called Yamanoue

232

233

Sôjiki,ín which it sâys that "Chanoyu has its foundation in Zen".
Yamanoue Sôjiki, p. 95. 'The origins of Tea lie in Zen. Therefore, the ascetic form of life of
Zen monks is also emphæised in Tea. Shukô, J&ô, and all the other Tea masters as well,
have studied Zen.'

Narukawa 1983, p. 184; Karaki 1989, p. 202. Narukawa comments that the passage,
"Tea in the little tea-room..." (Nanpôroku, p. 3.) refen to the supreme nature of yaói style of
Tea, and this supreme nature he explains with practices of the Buddha Way that emphasise
the unworldliness (saintliness) and control ofpassions. On the other hand it could be argued
that the rules, i.e., following the Buddha Way, do not render the supreme nature of the waåi
style of Tea, but it is rather the mind(heart) or the spiri! kokoro, that makes the waåi styte of
Tea supreme, compared to the entertaining æpects of Tea as an art. Karaki, on the other
hand, writes that the passage explains itself; it emphasises carrying out the teachings of
See also

Buddha (to follow the teachings of the Buddha, to devote onesetf to spiritual ûaining in
order to attain the Way). In general, Karaki has a very critical attitude towards Nanpôroku:
he does not believe tl¡at all of it is said by Riþnl (especially this citation), and Karaki doubts
whether a person called Sôkei ever existed. Karaki is also very doubtñ¡l about the citation
"Tea in the small tea-room...", because if this were Rikyû's teaching, why would Sôkei end
another paragraph with "1 am a hermit who is only doing Tea' and laughing loudty"
(Nanpôroku, p. 5.). "By humbling himself, Sôkei makes him look like a worldly-minded
personl", writes Karaki. This is one way of understanding Sôkei laughing as an ironic
comment conceming his shallow knowledge of Te4 but it c¿n also be considered to
emphasise his humble and modest attitude towards Buddhist or Zen studies. He (Sôkei) can
only do Tea, but in Zen his knowledge is not sufficient. It seems that Sôkei is undenating
himself: he could not be a Master of Zen - only a Master of Tea- More in detail, see: Karaki
1989, pp. 2oo-210.

234 Hirota

1995, p. 362 (see note 129). Kuwata 1958, pp. 56-59. Hirota had also come to the
conclusion that"chanoyu of the small room" refers to wabicha, the raaåi style of Tea- ln the
original text the word chanoyu is used, but in the interpretation of the passage, the word
chadô is used referring to the Way of Tea studied here. For the difference between chanoyu
and chadò, see Section L5.3 in this study. Kuwata explains that the characters chanoyu lwere
originally used in Buddhist services to offer tea, but these characters were pronounced as
chatô. To differentiate between these Buddhist ceremonies and the Art of Te4 J&ô and
Rikyû adapted these characters, but pronounced lhem as chanoyu. The word chadô was first
used in Chinese classics from the Tang dynasty, but in Japanese classics it was first used in
Nanpôroka, seventh book: Metsugo.
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in one's life. Besides this right attitude, or state of mind, one should continue to
practise (spiritual üaining) in order to attain the way, in this case the tnre meaning, the essence, of wabichadô. This is equivalent to what was said in Zencharolat
about knowing wabi:'be firrnly (strongly) faithñ¡l to þrotect or obeyl the mind
lspirit] of wabi (wabi no kolcoro), which is the same as keeping the precepts of the
Buddha.'235

The above-given citation fromNanpôroåz continues as follows:

*EØ'Æil. Å+Øb*,è# ¿ I

ó tÌêËØlF&,. *¡. ù à Èlr å'. â!Fz.
Ê[l,B:tr¿'t:(ti6+.þ,. fra^Ø** xØF,ØâÊ,&,. 7r(àËTi, #t L u),
g: L. Ft ø¿p. l\àt¿
Wù b å' L, #ål¿( r . ü\l¿¿t¡^.

f Éþl¿(. : r¡ì

/¡ü.æ.ú)liüØã>

^l¿l¡¡f
L*ç$gzro

A luxurious house and the

taste ofdelicacies are only pleasures ofthe mundane world.
is enough if the house does not leak and the food keeps hunger away. This is the
teaching of the Buddha - the tue meaning of chadô. As we carry water, collect frewood, boil water, prepare te4 offer it to the Buddha, serve it to others, and at last have
some ourselves. We arrange the flowers and bum some incense, all these acts are the
same a!¡ to study and to carry out the teachings ofthe Buddha and pâst masters.

It

According to this prissage, spiritual training is nothing more than everyday life as
such. The attitude toward little things in everyday life is humble and moderate.

A similar

state of waåi mind(heart) was described in Jô-ô Wabí no Fumi:'berng
honest and frank (candour), in the menning of being truly (deeply) discreet, self-

denying, and lacking a sense of arrogance (haughty)'. One should not think of
having time for studying, for preparing something, or for doing practices: every
moment in one's life should be the right moment for studying. Life becomes Zen
(Tea) and Zen(Tea) becomes life.In Nanpôrola4 spiritual training was described
as being nothing other than ordinary tasks

of everyday life of a Tea practitioner:
carrying water, collecting firewood, boiling water, preparing teq arranging flowers and burning some incense. All these acts become the same as studying and
carrying out the teachings of the Buddha and past masters. Similarly, in a part of
Me t sugo in

Nanpôroht the essence of wabi is described

as

follows:

+17 Xff, / *Ë2.. Ëi+tffi / lLÊtT7 ã,y7,
= / F;ffiHÊ=ã7¡r, [E
17+Lfriv. Èä l-r=6,L,,tlÃìvrs. ffiF=f,R.+. 7)-fl1=õEf É.
:)<7t=y, &7Vùy. *7ry.^)v-?f I = t &^ lú4r*.<A7/, =
v EFlL,l-, / Eü z tvú&" 23t
And, ñ¡rthermore, the essence of wabi stands for the crystal clear (immaculate), pure
world of the Buddha. Therefore, as one enters theroji path and littletea-room (sóaz),
one should also sweep the earttrly dust away. tf the host and the guests shall come
together with the anitude of straightforwardness, they will understand each other with-

23s

2f6

Zencharoku: Wabi no Koto, p.297
Nanpôroku, p.3.

237 Nanpôroku, p.264.
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out explaining the rules of chadô in d€tail. Lay the fìre, boil the water and have tea.
There is nothing more to tell. This is the occasion where the spirit (heart) of Buddhahood is emerging without any hindrance.

According to Hisarnatsu, these passages from Nanpôrolat refer to the idea of
nothingness (nrz), which n chadô means a creative spirituality. If one lets this
nothingness settle down into one's heart, the meaning of the fonn will disappear
and one

will attain the state of absolute freedom (self-liberation). If

one does not
attain the state of nothingness, all the methods and manners of chadô will remain
superficial forms and their meaning will not be understood.23s Hisamatsu's opinion is to the point. It is also true that lnz (nothingness) is the ultimate state where
all acts become natural; forgetting one's self, mushin (empty minded), is a precondition for the studies.
The beginning of the paragraph is simila¡ to the previous citation from Nanpôroku "Tea in the little tea-room is..."23e, suggesting the similarities between Tea

of these citations also make it clear that the essence of Tea lies in
everyday acts such as collecting the firewood, boiling water and preparing some
tea. In the above-cited passage, the words roTi (patVgarden related to tea-house)
a¡d sôan (a little thatched-hut tea-house) refer to thewabi style of Tea and suggest
that the sentence should be read as, "therefore, in wabichadô also one should..."
In both of these sentences the essence of wabi is described to be in the ultimate,
pure, immaculate world of the Buddh4 where the Buddha-mind(heart) or spirit is
emerging. Moreover, to go back to the citation "And, firrthermore, the essence of
wabi...", to reach this ultimate state of satori one should'sweep the dust away'.
and Zen. Both

(Section 2.3.2.)
It seems obvious that the supreme nature of wabi emerges from an asceticism
that is typical of Buddhist (Zen) studies. But, considering this, is it justifìed to call
wabi or chadô a religion (sh:ûþô)? If so, there is a possibility that translating the
word shûþô as religion, which is the common English translation, may lead the
lùy'estem reader astray because in modern Japanese, the first connotation is religious with a central figure people believe in, such as Christianity. However, the

word did not carry this connotation in the time Jô-ô and Rikyu lived. In Japanese
shûþô means "the words of the Buddha", "a doctrine", or "the essentials of teachings" as well as "the principles of teachings". It was no ea¡lier than the era of the
Meiji Restoration that the English translation "religion" became common and the
word shtîþô came to mean all the religions of the world in general.2ao This is how
the word skûþô is understood nowadays, and therefore, if it is used in its original
meaning, this fact should be clarified somehow in the context.

238
239
240

Hisamatsu 1973,pp.67-68.
Nanpôroku, p.3.
Nihonkokugo Daijiten, s.v. slttûþô;Bukkyôjiten, s.v.

shtû and

shûþô.
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Kurasawa is firm in his opinion on the religious nature of wabL He says that
the essence (true meaning) of wabi, as explained in these two citations of Nanpôrola4 is one expression of religion, and especially of Zen. However, the religious
natue of the idea of wabi is quite refined. Kurasawa explains that the meaning of
the rü/ay of Tea is to deepen and purify one's heart with Tea, as well as to practise Tea with a deepened and purified heart. In this meaning chadô is the Way

of everyday life as a whole, meaning the Way "from Tea to Heart" (cha kara
kokoro e) and "from Hea¡t to Tea" (kakoro kara cha e). He uses the word heart
(tcolcoro) to express the idea of mu or /crl (emptiness, nothingness).24!
Kurasawa2a2 notes that the idea of "wabi as a religion" (wabicha no shûþô)
had already been introduced by Hisamatsu,243 who writes thall wabí as religion
means, a religion of nothingness, and moreover, it is a religion of essential (fundamental) nothingness: honrai muichímotstla4. Hisamatsu emphasises t}ørt muichimotsu is not a negative term: there is plenty in nothingness in the same sense in
which the freedom of creativity alsg exists in nothingness. This absolute freedom
of creativity is reached when one does not struggle any more with the denial of
being. From this state of mind a¡ises a new state of being: absolute nothingness, in
which absolute freedom of creativity becomes possible for the fi¡st time. In sum,
Hisamatsu says that the idea of nothingness is actually a positive concept. In
accordance with this, wabi as religion holds the idea of absolute nothingness that
is not absolute in a negative way, but absolute in its positive way, and further, that
wabí is a religion of nothingness and the idea of nothingness causes freedom.
Hisamatsu concludes that the idea of muichimotsu means spontaneous self-expression, as well as conducting oneself or carrying one's movements with ease: in

other words, Zen itself.

24t
242
243

ln Zen resides also the idea of wabi

as religion. By

Kurasawa l992a,pp. l2O-125. The idea of the Way with two dimensions, from Tea into
Heart and from Heart back into Tea, is originally Kurasawas, but perhaps at times used too
often.
Kurasawa 1992a,p. 123.
Hisamatsu 1973, pp. 25, l2o, 60-61 .

244 Honrai muichi

motsu(t**-$2)

referstothe Platform.S¿¿ra (ülE) and the two poems
who died 706) and Enô 15ffi who lived 638-713). Jinsht and Enô were
disciples of Hôen (S lfi who lived 605-675). One day, realising that his time was almost
over, Hôen gathered his disciples together and told them that it was time to name a successor. The successor would be the disciple who could write the best poem summarising the
main idea of Zen. Jinshû wrote a po€m: å Ë # æËJ .,ù. 4n Efl ffi Ê
Ë Ëä f/.
{Ê ä Ë fft. "The body is the tree of Salvation, / The mind is a clear miror. / Incessantly
wipe and polish it; / Let no dust fall on it." To refute this idea Enô answered with the poem:

of Jinshù

(|f f

.

$t. â

Nor a clear mirror; Essentially, not a'thing' exists; What is there, then, for the dust to
successor, the sixth Patriarch.
(Poems: Blyth 1960, p. I 15; story: Fung 1966, pp.255-256.)

a tree,

fall on?". The story tells that Hôen named Enô to be his
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religion, Hisamatsu does not mean religion with a religious figure at the centre,
but that ideological foundation upon which the Tea culture was built.
Both Hisamatsu and Kurasawa agree that wabi can be called religion (waåí
no shûþô).24s To be more exact, agreeing ¡hatwabi is one expression of Zen, they
both understand shûþô in its original meaning, and this is conect. However, in
Kurasawa's book rôyô to seiyô, the subtitle 'wabi as Religion" (to the main title,

"Chadô and Religion

-

Japanese Tea (chanoyu) through Christians' Eyes") may

mislead the reader to suppose that the word shûþô is used in its modem meaning:
wabibeíng a religious institution similar to Christianity. Therefore, I would suggest another kind of translation for the word sh'ûþô in this context, not religion

buL for example, 'wabi as a world vied or even'wabi as a religious concept'. It is
not necessary here to start a discussion on the concept ofreligion, but Suzuki is

right when he says:
ls Zen a religion? It is not a religion in the sense that the term is popularly understood;
for Zen has no God to worship, no ceremonial rites to observe, no fi¡ture abode to
which the dead are destined, and, last of all, Zen has no soul whose wetfa¡e is to be
looked after by somebody else and whose immortality is a matter of intense concern

with people.2a6

In the Western sense, it is right to say that Zen is not a religion; it is a set of
teachings. IAabí is also not a religion in any \üestem sense, but a philosophical
and religious concept related to zen.It means cultivating one's mind in order to
attain the absolute freedom of heart, original Buddha nature.241 (See sections 2.3.1
and 2.3.5.)

ln chadô, and also in Zen, things are sometimes expressed metaphorically.
Two famous poems a¡e often cited to express Jô-ô's and Rikyû's heart of the waåi
style of Tea: One is Fujiwara Teika's poem which is said to express the Tea
Master Jô-ô's idea of wabi in chadô. The other is Fujiwara letaka's poem expressing Rikyu's style of Tea. Fujiwara Teika's poem cited rn Nanpôrolu reads as
follows:
,ãùFÈtf

24s
246
247
248

When I look around,

IEtrfi*t

there are no flowers

lÈ.ù,u) aJ t)

and no crimson leaves.

ffiø¿Ë+ú)

Only a thatched hut at the seashore

dg)tã'248

in the dusk of autumn evening.

Hisamatsu 1973, pp. 120,25;Kurasawa l992a,pp. l2O-121.
Suzuki 1934, p. 14.
Watts 195?, p. 23. Watts atso writes ùtat Zen is not a religion nor a philosophy but rather 'a
way of liberation' similar in this respect to Taoism, Vedânta" and Yoga.
Nanpôroku, p. 16.
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The meaning of this poem is explained rnNanpôroht ûom the viewpoint of Jô-ô,s
(1502-1555) sense of waái in chadô. Nanpôrolu explains that the flowers (usually

referring to cherry blossoms) and crimson leaves refer to shoindaisu style of
Tea (the supreme rank style of preparing Tea" the old way of serving Tea). By
thoroughly studying this shoindaL'sz style of Tea (hanamomijl), one will reach the
state of nothingness (muichimotstt, i.e., the state of not-a-single-thing), which is
called the thatched hut (uranotomøya) in the poem. one who does not know
flowers and crimson leaves (shoindaisu) cannot enter (start living in) the thatched
hut from the beginning (to practise wabichadô without knowing shoindaisu).
After looking again and again (flowers and crimson leaves), it becomes possible

for one to choose this lonely place to stay (one will understand the true meaning
of wabichadô).2ae According to Jô-ô, this is the tue meaning of wabi in chadô.
Jô-ô does not use direct expressions, but chooses metaphors to explain the spirit of
waåi tbrough reika's poem. rn Nanpôroht, Sôkei interpreted the metaphors of this

poem in order to explain the styles of Tea and their development from formal to
informal, from shoin daisu to wabi style.In a sense similar to sôkei, I shall next
try to show that the metaphors of this poem, in the context of clndô, may also be
read to elucidate the process of spiritual training needed to attain the ultimate state

of wabi mind.
The first three lines of the poem, 'u,hen I look around there are no flowers and
no crimson leaves' (miwataseba hana mo momiji mo nakarikeri), may be understood to mean following the rules, doing spiritual training (ascetic practices), and
finally, becoming free from the rules. The 'flowers and c¡imson leaves, (hana
momiji) are assigned the meaning of rules to follow: rules like the sixpâramifds in
Zencharoht for attaining the ultimate state of enlightenment, nirvôna. on the
other hand, these n¡les can be understood simply to be such as those controlling
the everyday life of a disciple of the way of the Buddha 'when I look a¡ound'
(miwataseba) means to study the rules and do spiritual taining over and over
again, according to these rules. After studying the rules thoroughly, one can set
them aside, forget them - break them.250 Breaking the rules is expressed in the
passage, 'there a¡e no flowers and no crimson leaves' (hana mo momiji mo
nal<arikeri).

The ultimate state of satori, i.e., the state of nothingness (muíchímotsu no
þôgailin the state of 'not-a-single-thing') will then be called a'thatched hut at the
249
250

Nanpôroku, p. 16.
Hamamoto 1984, part 3, p. 40. See also Yamanoue sôjiki, p. 95. compare the idea of
shu'ha-ri = observance of rules, breaking through, freedom. Hamarnoto mentions that these
three stages of leaming were first formulated in military science but they also appty to the
process ofTea practices.ln Yantanoue Sójr,tr, the learning process is expressed similarly, æ
a continual process, from the age of fifteen until seventy, toward the final state. This will be
explained in more detail later in this section.
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seashore' (ura no tomaya).

A state of nothingness means a state where temptations

or evil passions of the mundane word do not exist. It could also be called the state
of calmness and tranquillity,'dusk of autumn evening' (aki no yûgure'¡, where one
attains freedom of mind. The Nanpôrolcu calls this state of heart'the crystal clear,
pure world of the Buddha.2st Furthermore, the Nanpôroku also explains the final
state of nothingness as follows:

*l?+r 7ï Y þa ( -J ( ¿ /¡¿r Ð* D ( F,lurÍ. *-rÉa ) ñn-ffi Ø l- ?¡r&.
trEfif*7 v, 7 L /, UJ 3 t) | ? E ='\^-? vx y' . ìfl / ì rl, 7 = I,
F ? l,¡ t Y z-? t, Ìvffi )\ Hl t v, = vX / *.,f,'{!,,f zr v y {-2s2
If we keenly have a look at those flowers and crimson leaves, we will reach the state of
nothingness, a lonely hut at the seashore. One who does not know the meaning of
flowers and crimson leaves, cannot enter (stârt living in) a tt¡atched hut from the beginning. After looking over and over again (florvers and crimson leaves), it becomes possible for one to choosc, to make up one's mind to live in a lonely place like this little
hut. ln this lies the ûue meaning of Tea, according to Jô-ös interpretation of the poem.
p¿ìssage, it is impossible to enter the ultimate state of satori
straight away. One shall reach the state of nothingness (muichimotsu no þôgai)
after practising, following the rules (of the Buddha) over and over again. To concentrate keenly on spiritual training is described rn Nanpôrolu with sentences
such as: 'keenly have a look at those flowe¡s and crimson leaves', and again'after
studying over and over again'. After looking over and over again at flowers and
crimson leaves, one can enter the lonely hut far away on the seashore (uranotomaya), i.e., enter the state of nothingness (muíchimotsu no þôgai). One who lives

According to this

in that little hut, or who has entered, has attained the state of nothingness,

no

matter how poor, miserable (humble) or pitifirl the outer appearance may be, has 'a
priceless jewel hidden in the hea¡t' as was said in Shodôka.2s3

Finally, spiritual training can be described as maintaining six pâramitâs to
atlain nirvâna. Or, to put it in simpler terms, it describes ascetic training referring
to one's everyday life as a whole. Fi¡st of all, ascetic training means, as it says in
Dentôroht,254 'to sea¡ch for an empty heart (detachment)', that is to search after
the true heart, the Buddha heart, wabi mind(heart). About searching after the tn¡e
heart Nanpôrolat says:

ù,Ø78Æ*¡*,,ù.EÈ> ó

255

these flowers and the crimson leaves a¡e in our hea¡ts

25t

Nanpôroku, p.264.

252

Nanpôroku, p. 16.

253

Shodôka 1974,p.45

254

Dentôroku, p.451.

255

Nanpôroku, p. 17.
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one already has all the answers, ùe truth, in one's heart where one sea¡ches
for one's true nature, the fundamental self, or the Buddha nature, i.e., the wabi
mind(heart).2s0 1¡¡r metaphor illustrates that origina[y we and the Buddha had
been the same; every person ca¡ries a hidden Buddha-nature inside one's heart. As

seen above, there are various interpretations

of a so-called hidden (secret transmission) text. The interpretation I offer here is not an orthodox literary one, and
not the only one presented in this study (see sections 3.1.2,4.2.3,and 5.2). only a
great poem like this provides so many meanings and diverse interpretations for its
metaphors in chadô without a feeling of artificiality or over-interpretation. Unfor-

tunately, we no longer have Jô-ô's interpretation of the poem, only sôkei's with
the information that Jô-ô had chosen this poem to illustrate his sense of wabí in
Tea.

In

in

conclusion,

I

shall introduce another example of the use of metaphors
explaining the leaming process n chadô. yamanoue,sójrh explains Jô-ô's,

Dôchin's, and Rikyû's teachings on the leaming process as follows:

tr#7 ñEÉ - iËffi . Rã¿ffiË.t,
Ìã= y =+?7ã*2ffi=< ù ztvb. =+ = 9 [g-þ-<7¡,#,51
El7frx, ËËlå. gËË. #.ã#ffi.t,,ù.åñlr. {tr, +/+/Í_
+k7ü^a2. E+z yÍ-+-?1++./lã¡,ffi l.É7Ê tÊ7zp

ñ^/útF7Ã**=ztv.þ. i+ñ7Râ / +*Ð / mfr,
/ y'lz.*IB{!,. Âf /\Ë=ffi * ) ffi&,, #tÉ¡.tf E=7ft,*.
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This story is a secret transmission of Jô-ô, Dôchin, and Rikyt:
From the age of fifteen until thirty, one should leave everything to one's teâcher. From
the age of thirty to forty-one, one is able to bring out one's own ideas and judgements;
one will master the means of leaming and thc general regulations. In Conversations of
chanoyu one follows the maste¡'s example. However, one should give
[only] five out
of ten ideas of one's own at this stage. From the age of forty to hfty, within these ten
years! one claims that "west is east" to establish a difference from one's teacher. At this
stage one will find one's own way, and through that, one gains a nane. one's chanoyu
acquires vitality and energy. Again, from the age of fifty to sixty, within these ten
years, one follows the master like "water of one container reflecting in the container."
The acts of the master will all be in one's 'hands'. Approaching seventy and reaching
the style of Rikyt's chanoyu, should not done by Ímy persons other than maliters
(neiiin). This [style of chanoyul is suitable for one at the age of sixty-eight
[in the note
it is explained that on Tenshô seventeenth year (1589) Rilcyt wæ aged sixty-eightl, but
Jô-ô died at the age of fifty-four - all this is oral transmission.

2s6
257

Ryôjinhisho, p. 68. þôjinhßrro taught the same thing by saying thar "it is very sad (a great
pity) if one does not know that this body of ours has originally been together with three
appearances (bodies) ofBuddha as well as the Buddha nature.',
Yamanoue Sôjiki, p. 95. See two other variations of this text by Fushinan yamanoue Sôjiki,
p. 21, and Sonkeikaku Yamanoue Sôjiki, pp.20-21.
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Apparently, Jô-ô's, Dôchin's, and Rilqrû¡'s secret transmission on the learning
process is based on Confucius' (+L + [Kôshi], lived 551-479 nc) teaching in
Rongo (ffi ffi), lhe Analects.2ss In the Analects, it says that at the age of fifteen
I set my hea¡t on leaming. At thirty, I could stand firm. At forty, I had no doubts.
At fifty, I knew the Decree of Heaven. At sixty, I was already obedient (to this
degree). At seventy, I could follow the desires of my mind without overstepping
the bounda¡ies (of what is right). The structure seems simila¡ to the cited passage
from Yamanoue Sôjiki.
Yamanoue Sójrh explains what Tea as a \I/ay (as a spiritual t:alrmng/shugtô)
is. It teaches not only how to become a rnaster of chanoyu but also how to train
in order to be released from the self (¡r'fto), i.e., how to attain absolute freedom.2se
According to these ideas, from fifteen until forty is a period for preparatory
studies; leaming and following the rules. First of all, one's heart tu¡ns to studies:
the interest in studies will appear. One follows the mastet's instructions in everything and learns the rules and forms of cåanoyu from the teache¡. Already during
this stage, one's own creativity stafs to grow in acts and ways of doing chanoyu,
but in conversations one follows one's teacher.260 At this stage half is one's own
and half comes from the teacher. Minobe explains these 'conversations' as discussions in the tea-room which do not concern worldly affairs. To carry on these
conversations one needs to have a natural refinement (sensitivþ to elegant style
in a¡ts called furyû in Japanese) and be advanced in manners. A beginner can
easily adopt the form and even develop it into one's orri,n way, but understanding
the true hea¡l of chanoyu cïnbe att¿ined only by a master.26l
At the age of forty, one will not get lost in the Way any more and the next ten
years in the learning process signiry breaking the rules; one stands against one's
teacher claiming west to be east, and opposes his teachings. In this \ryay, one
creates a distance from one's teacher. In order to go even deeper one has to leave
(forget) everything: break the rules, break the form, and even break the relation258

The Analects of Confucius, p. I I (no. 2.4); see also Legge 1960, pp. 146-147: "...At sixty,
my ear was an obedient organ for the reception of futh. At seventy, I could follow what my
heart desircd without transgressing what was right."

zsq

The learning process is explained here more or less in a similar way æ in Ten Oxherding
Pictares, or within the idea of slru-ha-ri: leaming the rules, breaking through them and
attaining freedom. For more details, see, e.g., Yanagida 1992, pp. 177-264; Hirota 1995, pp.
297-347; Suzuki 1935, pp. 150-t7l; Hamamoto 1984, part 3, p.40.

260

26t

Fushinan Yamanoue Sôjiki, p.

2l;

Sonkeikaku Yamanoue Sôjiki, p- 20.ICY,Z:

ää*Êil ¡'

,ù.& t fl , F/s: ü#*Ë# ¡,tÊÈ287 ltÌ. For more information and explanation,
see Tsutsui, 1987, p.360; Minobe 1996, pp.55-6ó. In the following interpretation of the
text, some differences in the cited passage are compared to the unpublished manuscripts of
Sonl<eikaku and Fashinan. The citation used in this study above is marked with "CKZ"
(Chadó Koten Zenshû) andthe Sonl<eileaku version with capital "S" and the Fushinan version
witb capital "F".
Minobe 1996, p.59.
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ship to one's teacher. This comes close to the idea of 'kill the Buddha and all
the Paüiarchs!'262, meaning that in the end everything depends only on oneself.
This is the only way for finding naûrally, without any force, one's own way of
Tea. 'Breaking the rules' also gives energy and vitality to this development.263
Contrastive expression can also refer to the denial ofthe selfin order to discover
'a new self'.2e Breaking the rules (tr l. É 7 F l. ËZ : lV & lone claims
that "west is east" to establish a distance ûom one's teacher) is an important step
to the absolute Mom of heart and to dsing one's own chanoy+ which is different from that of one's teacher's. At this poinl one's Tea becomes fascinating.2ós
ln Yamanoue sôjiki, the following statement concents the importance of contrasting ideas in learning Tea (see Chapter 4 for conhasting ideas):

tÐ¡.ñLtv,,.,
r. E ây266

üJ7â, É7Ht #g/ tÊ7{Êr, ÉÊi7v7

Rikyt

says to become a master of re4 one needs to tum mountains into valleys, west
into East; one must break the rules of clnnoyu and ûy to reach frcedom in order to
create something interesting.

The idea is close to the saying "mountains are mountains and waters are waters"267,
at the beginning of the studies, things a¡e understood such as they are. Moving
further in one's studies, things seem complicated and one becomes confused. In

the final state, one will understand that things really are what they are! This idea
can be illustrated using the image of a circle whose starting and ending points are
the same, but one who completes this circle is not the s¡Ìme as when he beg-.
This illustrates that one has found the tn¡e nature ofthe self, the Buddha nature:
one has entered the state oî satori and attained the final state ofperfect wisdom

(the sixth pâramitâs: chie)268. The idea of a circle is similar to the Zen saying,
262 B¡yth 1960, p. 34. See also Section 3.2.4.
263 Compare version CYJ:*Ð7
Vù , z
264 Minobe 199ó, p. 64.
265 Compare with Zeami's idea about

tv &, with F/S: -p¡Fìts 7 #, z )v&1.

fascination in Rimer a¡d Ya¡nazaki 1984, p. I34. ',If both
the chant and the dance have been firlly masûered, then the exquisite appearrmce ofthe actor
can astonish the heart and the senses of the spectaûors; and in that ißtant when they are

266

267

moved without taking cogrizance of their reactions, the Flowe¡ of Peerless Charm can be
said to exist. Such a moment ¡epresents Fascination and includes within itself as well the
moment of a Feeling that Transcends Cognition."
Yamanoue Sôjiki, p. 102. See also Fushinan and Sonk¿ikahts versions of Yanzanoue Sójiki,
both sources, p. 24. These sources say concerning Riþrii that everything he does is interesting because he possesses the skillful eye' (nekik). F/S: ',... ryZ
ÊÉ

E- L )4n.

F1flñ.i--¡v

Zengojiten, p. l6a:
Blue CIiffRecord.

üE ilJ. l<Ë^,

2óE williams

1989, p.,f4.
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"The state before satori and after satorí is the same"269, which explains that one's
life is the same before and after enlightenment, but one's 'self ' has changed.
Through spiritual training it becomes possible to find one's tn¡e nature - the
Buddha nature.
The last t\ ¡enty years, from fifty to seventy, and life from there on, symbolise

the idea of attaining the absolute freedom.27o tn this state, after following the
rules, then breaking them, one is capable of understanding the rules, and return
once more to one's origins: "by retuming to the root, we get the essence".27l One
has reached the true nature, i.e., the Buddha nature, where no dr¡alism of any kind
exists. ln this state (at the age of seventy), there a¡e no rules to exceed any more.
One has broken through all the limits and rules of cåanoyu and attained the state
where one can obey one's hea¡t's wishes (also in the meaning of religious
awakening).z7z For the first time, one will understand that the relationship with a
teacher is not like 'east and west', but like 'the water in üre container reflecting in
the container' (- å* / 7K
- # = & 7). ln other words, a disciple is a reflection
of a master. Following earnestly what is taught and being awa¡e of these points of
attention2T3 one will, in alt aspects, reach the status (act) of a master. In the
Analects this is explained in the following way:

+8. -=+. rJ*åmrr. g*HFff. ã*fiffirF+-=+ã. Ë
.É&.
The Master said,'Do you think, my disciples, that I have any secrets? I conceal nothing
from you. There is nothing which I do that is not shown to you, my disciples - that is

m/

waY.'274

Furthermore, the sentence'the water of the container is reflecting in that container'
Ã) also refers to the idea of emptiness in the same way as
7k- #
åË
"a moon reflected in the water't.275 1h" moon still exists whether there is a reflec-

(-

26e
270

/

=#

Zengojiten, p.122. F--T

lElftF.

Compare with the Analects 2.4 cited earlier:

"...4t sixty, my ear was an obedient organ for

the reception of truth. At seventy, t could follow what my heart desired, without
transgressing what was right"
27r Blyth 1960, p.69. Saying of Sôsan (lâty, third Chinese Zen patriarch, d- 606) in Såijinnei (lÉ,L,#)r Jfr & € E' . ffi F. * Ë. The Chinese character ¡an in Sôsan's name is not

found in any ofthe Chinese fonts available to me. See Kangorin, p. 728, character no.4744.
"beautiful jewel" or "the shine of the jewel" or "the one who is as pure and bright

.9a¡¡ means

as

272

a

jewel".

Tlte CY'Z version lacks the following sentences found in S:
and in F:

It...

t-l=ffiæ*,ù't¿. õËEËã¡..

t*ffi ft € ,ù'l& , 6 ffi Ë ã

i ¿
Xf 4.
( -åËø tKù-f#¡,¿î*f ffi Êñf ã &," ffiE ¿ lÈ ' ãø) ^+ËlÈäÈ
+â/Ê- E t0gÈ
tr, and in F: .-. -åË= þ z ffi,=. úu Éf x rt, &,"'H =fu ì*lÌ{Ë.

273

The CKZ version lacks the following sentences found in S:

274

Legge 1960, p.202.(no.23).
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tion in the water or not. The moon is being and reflection is non-being and in
emptiness they cannot be separated.276 gn the other hand, the moon is reflected
whenever there is still water, and similarly, the student reflects the teachings of
the teacher. The passage in Yamanoue.9ójlh also refers to the idea of an image of
the self. once one has passed through this state, one is capable ofunderstanding
the truth of fundamental nothingness (honrai muichimotsu\ and can attain
freedom, as in Enô's (HÊÉ) poem:

#æä*ffi

Salvation is nothing like a tee,
Nor a clear mirror;

FnÊ,t*â

**N-ryt

Essentially, not a "thing" exists;

f'IteäËæ

If all things possess

What is there, then, for the dust to fdll on't277

the idea of fundamental nothingness or "emptiness of

emptiness"278 can it be claimed that something exists? This poem also contains the

paradox

of negative expression where the non-A and non-B are expressions of

the state of non-existence, describing the higher st¿te of being or the ultimate state
of the heart-mind. In this state of absolute freedom of the heart, one's self has
changed compared to the state before (Chapter 2). One may ask, if in the state of
non-existence (refening to the other world) nothing exists, how could there be any
dust to fall, and moreover, where could the earthly dust fall? On the other hand,

the poem can convey the idea of reflection: if a mind is a mirror, one does not
cleanse one's ûue heart-mind by constantly wiping and polishing it, but it is the
reflection of the mind. However, the true subject is the original, ñ¡ndamental mind
beyond the reflection and on that, the dust cannot ¡¡1.zte
The change in self (aUained by spiritual training: following the rules, breaking them, and attaining freedom) is explained in the last poem of Ten Oxherding
Pictures as follows:
His thatched cottage gate is closed, and even the wisest know him not. No glimpses
his inner life are to be caught, for he goes his own way without following the steps

of
of

275

see Daikanwajiten, s.v. solatgeßu or saru tsuki o torau.l\ere is a story about a monkey that
tries to reach the moon, which is reflected in the water. The branch of the üec breaks and the
monkey dies. see also suzuki 1988, p. I 16. Suzuki uses the metaphor 'moon reflecting in the
waterr showing the state of mushin, "no-mind-ness".

276

Blyth l9ó0, pp. 95, 97. Similar ideas are also explained nthe Shijinmei (lÉ,ù,ôf,) by Sôsan
(lË+Ì y) who puts this in the form of "to be is not to be; to not to be is to be' (ä'EfJ E *.
* EtJ Ê ã') or "one is all; all is one" (- Et¡ - 9n . - ø Ep -). See Section 2.3.t for rhe
similarity with the Heart satra:. the form is nothing but emptiness. And the emptiness is
nothing but a form.

277

278

Blyth 1960, p. I I 5. For the background ofthis poem, see above, note 244.
Garfield 1995, p.211. More in detail, sçe ibid., pp. 205-215.

279 Blyth

1960,

p. I 15.

See also the poem by

Jinsht above, note 244.
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the ancient sages. Carrying a gourd he goes out into the market, leaning against a staff
he comes home. He is found in the company with wine-bibben and butchers, he and
they are all converted into Buddhas.28o

I conclude the discussion of the self and how it will change through spiritual raining with a citation fromthe Analects;

f E. ÉffiiE.t . ËffiË&
The master said: By nahrre, men are nearly alike; by practice, they become far apart,28l

By nature all humans are üre same ('one containet'), leaming makes them differ
from each other ('reflect'). Hence, it is the human mind(lcaløro) or the s€lf tr't&o),
that changes, not things

-

and the mind(heart) retums to its original form.282

2.3.7. Tennen: Natur¡lness

In the ultimate state of the hea¡t that one attains, or becomes able to attain, by
spiritual training, one reaches tranquillity and freedom of mind(heat), and therefter, all of one's acts (behaviour) become natural. Nanpôroht explains the concept
of naturalness

as

follows:

j,7y-þ )*-ryr)üzt),
F¡t/vr*v =f¡17¿',283

7

/ lrt7 ffi7+eÛ'^eùt

)vffitF

,'.

xâÈ

And again, in the state of'not-a-single-thing', all the acß (behaviour) expressing spontaneous (unpretended) feelings, come out natûrally here and there.

Hisamatsu explains the state of 'not-a-single-thing' (muichímotsa) as "creative no-

thingness" (sozôtekina mu), meaning calmness and freedom of heart.28a Kurasawa's interpretation of the cited passage from Nanpôrolu is simila¡ to the one
280 Suzuki 1935, p. 16l.
281 Legge l9ó0, p.318 (17.2).
282 Hirota 1995, p. 339. Hirota

cites a poem by Su Tung-y'o (1036-l l0l) to explain a similar
"At Moutrt Lu, the misty rains; at Che-chiang, the tide. / Before I was able
to go and sec, my envy was endless. / Having gone and retume{ there's nothing special /
The misty rains at Mount Lu, the tide at Che-chiang." See also B¡ytt¡ 1960, p. 95. The
idea of changes:

following poem, too, exp¡esses the necessity of retuming to one's original sot¡¡ce: to the true

(¡ L< tr l, (È I Lgf øilJ
u). "MountFuji,-/Goodinf¡neweather,/Good inthe

natureofahumanbeing,i.e.,BuddhanarursFfllt

Èå

ø*ltå'lÈ à ð 9lJ

rain: / The Original Form / Never changes."

283

Nanpôroku, p. 17. See also Hirota 1995, p. 234. Hiroa's tanslæion of the ciæd passage
reads: "from that realm of 'not a single thing', acs possessed of t|æ power to move us
spontoneously

284

øße he¡e and there gaite nûually."

Hisamatsu 1973, pp.
ibid., p.25.

lll,

6768. For more information about'c¡eative nothingness',

see
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used in this study. He connects the meaning of the sentence to the idea of the
highest state of mind that is equal to a sincere heart, the idea of trueheartedness
(makoto no kokoro), which describes the essential (original) self (howai no jitco)
attained in the state of satori.2ss This means that in the ultimate state of hearÇ in
the state of satori, as it is understood in this study, absolute freedom, tranquillþ
(calmness of the heart), and the iden of mushrr (empty heartedness) emerge. All of
these descriptions of waåi mind(heart), illustrate the spirit of wabí as a philosophical concept.2só

A totally different interpretation is offered by Kuwat4 who cuts a sentence
into nvo parts: first he rises the question of whether it is in the state of nothingness
that acts become spontaneous, then he continues by describing natural beauty
(tennen). Kuwata seems to understand ga as aquestion marker, but it is evidently
a subject ma¡ker (like hana g sahtl shosa g tennen to aru).287 It is not known
which copy of the Nanpôrolu Kuwata used, but according to the sources used in
this study, Kuwata's interpretation does not seem possible.
I think the core of information that this citation provides is the foltowing:
in the state of nothingness (muichimotsu) úl acts become nahral, spontaneous,
and unartificial. This kind of mind(heart) can only exist in the ultimate state of
the heart, i.e., in the state of satori. Moreover, for the first time, in this state of
nothingness it becomes possible for one to behave naturally. The dictionary meaning of the sentence could also be read as'when one's mind is working without any

hindrance (working freely, naturally), here and there (little by little) it causes acts
to arise naturally (without force)'.

Jô-ô lrabi no Fumi explains spontaneous and natural acts of wabi mind.
arising from the ultimate state of mind:

*+Ù ¿. ffiEL<MrltleøV7¡86ú,-, fi^¿¡:àt)¡F(. Xl¿( ù
(/¡ L. fdfå'/¡ L.lEtE<Ì¡{åå.{Ë1å¡t¿t.<1R" ÉiF^t ( FñåËÈffi¿¡
-t ¿ L(,ù'lilt6 6gr*tÈ/¡ L" E l¡,È'å ,ù.øaå.Èffil¿ t¡ ( t¡f,ù.ää
t* åãå./¡tu lf , *,6T l:IÈ ¿:ðl.Ffå¿
òãå -{ å
=6ùtãþJ"¿
tì

0288

Tea means living a quiet life and enjoying things other than material pleasures. If a
friend visits you, make him tea, wish him welcome warmly with hospitalþ. Set some
flowers and make one feel comforrable. My teacher taught me that there is no act to be

285
28ó

287
288

Kurasawa 1983, pp.83-86.
See also Narukawa 1983, p. 199. Narukawa does notFy to explain this pæsage of Jó-ô Íîabi
no Fumi in detail; he sees it describing symbolically f€€lings and sentiments of the heart that
one has in the state of nothingness. This statement obviously calls for more explanation:
What feelings and how are they explained symbolically? lVhat is the hidden meaning of this
part ofthe text?

Kuwata 1958, p. 176.
Jô-ô Wabi no Fumi, p. 17. See also rhe trar¡slation by Hirota 1995,p.220.
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hospiAlity in tt¡e state where "the hea¡t is not
aware of being the heart". In other words, this can be called the true nature of the heart
through which the desired state will be reached unintentionally. This state should also
be called the highest state of the sublime heart.
separated from the heart. This means also

Imaizumi Kenji has made a very good modem Japanese translation of this p¿¡ssage
fuom Jô-ô ll¡abi no Fumi. He seems to underst¿nd kimyô to mean something special or odd, something that is not clear or nonnal in meaning, because his last
sentence reads, "if you think it is something special, it is special. If you think it is
something very natural, it is natural 1oo.n18e He apparently considers kimyô to be
something extraordina¡y, but perhaps deliberately, he has not gone further towa¡ds

explaining kimyô plnlosophically as is done in this study. In contrast, Toda reads
the quotation very differently, stating that it explains the atmosphere of practising
Tea.zeo Kazue interprets the cited passage as: one should not force oneself to offer
warm hospitality; that feeling should arise naturally.2er This is possible only if
heart and acts (behaviour) do not differ from each other. Nishiho¡i Ichizô considers the passage discussed above from Jô-ô lltabi no Fumi (ÉF^l < ffiå Ë å

lÊl¿"' / 'My teacher has taught me that...') as having

a connection with Jô-ô's
in
the
end, Tea should possess
which
that,
it is said
words in Yamanoue Sôjiki in
the feeling of cold, lean and withered (tË )t v T * rt v)zn. Nishihori thinks
that the ultimate state in Jô-ô Wabi no Fumi refers to the feelings of chadô in its
concrete appearance, something that was explained in Yamanoue Sôiiki as cold,
lean and withered.2e3 This was, without a doubt, the goal of the outer appearance
in Jô-ô's chadô- However, the philosophical goal of Jô-ô's chadô was to attain the
highest state of mind where all acts are natural, i.e., the ultimate st^te of satorî.
I agree with Kazue that this citation fromJô-ô Wabi no F¡¡zi describes a state
of naturalness. It suggests that one should lead a quiet life and enjoy matters and
things that lie outside the everyday world: if somebody pays you a visit, offer
some te4 put some flowers out, too, and try to make the guest feel as comfortable
as possible. Discussion of Jô-ô Wabi no Fumi (eailier above) continues explaining

all acts should be inseparable from the heart and,
moreover, one should show hospitality in a way that the 'heart does not know it is

what the spirit of Tea is

-

289 Imaizumi 1970, pp. 36-38.
2eo Toda 1993-94, part lo, p. I291 Kazue 1985, p. 132. See also Mizuo

1971, p. 18. Mizuo's explanation is very similar to
Kazue's, but Mizuo uses the word mushin, empty heart(mind) to describe the state of mind
for hospitalþ. It remains unclear, holyever. if Mizuo uses the word mushin in the meaning
of natural (shizen) as Hisamalsu (1973, p. 125), or as in this snrdy, in the meaning of absolute freedom and calmness of the heart, or in some other meaning whose explanation is

omitted.

292

zef

Yamanoue Sôjiki, p. 9?. ln this study, see Section 3.1.2.

Nishihori 195ó,pp. 5l-52.
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being a heart'. This means that one should not even be thinking of not being
separated from the hea¡t. Ifone can become free ofthe consciousness ofthe heart,
one will unwittingly attain the highest state of being, and in this state all acts
become natural.

In this study, I take the highest state of mind (in this passage, kinyô) to mean
a sublime heart(mind), style, or thinking. It can also be called the true nature of a
human being (honshó). If one can attain this true nature, all acts become natural,
and one can be said to be virtuous (skillfirl) in the v/ay of Tea. Again, this state of

mind could be called the state of buji (* F) which means tranquillity, having a
calm heart and living a quiet life such as the text of Jô-ô wabi no Fuzi describes.
Buji,in its philosophical meaning, describes natu¡al behaviour (acts) in the state of
emptiness, mushin (* ,ù.), 'no-mind'. In o*rer words, år4i describes how actions
are carried out and mushín describes the corresponding state of mind.

Dôgen taught that to be able to enjoy the quiet life and pleasures beyond the
mundane world, one should leave this world and live in solitude and quietude,
because the gods honour those who are able to do so by enabling them to cut the
root ofsuffering, that is, by enabling them to attain the absolute freedom ofheart.
Buddha has said:

"Ifyou wish to seek peace and

satisfaction in tranquillity and idleliving alone in a quiet phc*q.
People in quiet places a¡e honoured by the gods. Thcrefore, one should throw away
one's own personal attachments as well æ attachments to others, live alone in a deserted place, and think about extirpating the root of suffering. Those who like cowds
suffer the vexations of crowds, just as a big tree will suffer withering and breakage if
flocks of birds gather on it. Worldly ties and attachments will sink you into a multitude
of pains, like an old elephant sunk in the mud, unable to get itself out."29s
ness, you should leave the turmoil of the heart and sta¡t

This study emphasises the importance of the passage cited from Jô-ô lI/abi no
Fazi illustrating the highest state of the heart, where all acts become natu¡al. In
this state one will attain the true natu¡e of hea¡t (honshô) which can also be
described with the word kimyô (the highest state of the sublime heart). Both of
these expressions are descriptions of buji, meaning tranquillity and calmness of
heart. These three descriptions again express the state of satori, where all behaviour (action) becomes natural and one becomes skillful in practising Tea.
In this chapter, lTabi as Philosophy,I have examined the idea of wabi as a
philosophical concept. In the next chapter, I would like to examine the idea of
waái fufher by reflecting on how the Great Tea Masters, Jô-ô and Rikyi¡
understood wabi as a philosophical concept.

294 Note that here

29s

the quiet place, place in solitude, is written with the same Chinese characters,
Jô-ó llabi no Fzmi earlier above.
Shôbôgenzô: Hachidainingaku, vol. 4, pp. 406407. Trar¡station is based on Cleary's translation (Cleary 1966, p. I l3).

ffifi,

as in

